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Maps & Exhibitor ListMaps & Exhibitor List

INTERNATIONAL

PACIFIC

MEZZANINE LEVEL

1st Floor Exhibit Halls 2nd Floor Mezzanine Map

833 | A. Benjamin Moore
Kangen Water

834 | Academy for Future Science Keys 
of Enoch & New Realities TV

843 | Adreina Urdaneta
Luminary Leaders Metaphysical Arts School

93 | Adriana Mezgova
Clairvoyant, Empathic Healer & Reader

701 | Alchemy63
Crystal Synergy Elixirs, Wearable Healing

106 | Alignment of Light
Activation of Thyself

150 | Amalixir
Living Elixirs for Health and Beauty

733 | Amazing Earth
Crafting Herbal Beauty Products

842 | Ananda Ayurveda
Organic Ayurvedic Products & Lifestyle

M36 | Angela Atkinson
Sentience Psychic Readings

250 | Aura Imaging
Aura Photography

506 | Avalon Trading
Sacred Tools for your Soul

M41 | Basic Purity 
Crystal Essential Oils, Healing Kits

89 | Bazaar Boutique
Innovative Clothing, Jewelry & Candles

505 | Biotekt-USA
Underground Green Homes

Food Court | Bite Bowls
Delicious Healthy Treats

702 | BK Crystals
Crystals, Jewelry & More

M94 | Blanca Castilloblanco
Health and Healing

402 | Buddha Maitreya Shambala 
Healing Tools, Sacred Geometry

515 | Building Beautiful Souls
Auras, Chakras, Crystals, & Dreams

M70 | C60 Purple Power
Carbon-60 Premium Products

M67 | California Witches
Healing Energy and Wisdom

82 | Caravan of Dreams 
Tarot, Dream Interpretation

507 | Carbon 60 
Greska Carbon-60

815 | Carlos Blanco
Wellbeing Costa Rica

M93 | Carlos Caridad
Reiki Healing

M20 | CBD and MOR
Healthy and Anti-Aging Products

M40 | Chakra Key
Online Courses for Personal Development

Mezzanine | ChakraChai
Aligning People, One Chakra at a Time

203 | Chandika
Ayurvedic Formulations

451 | Charmed Visions
Wearable Vision Boards

450 | ComeUnity Plug
Entheogen Healing Modalities

802 | COVR
Coalition of Visionary Resources

97 | Crista Marie Miller
Intuitive Voice Channeler

90 | Delgado Protocol
Medical Lifestyle Expert

M92 | Diana Mendez
Diana Sound Bath

Hotel Lobby | Douglas Taylor Art
UFO-Inspired Original Artwork

81 | Dr. Christian Von Lahr
Clairvoyant Medium, Medical Intuitive

835 Dr. Pooch
Vegan Children’s Books

457 | Dr. Q. Moayad
Indian Palm Leaf Readings

845 | Emerald Orgone
Orgone Energy Devices

452 | European Psychic Lai 
Medium, Psychic, Past Lives, Pets

Food Court | Food Alchemy-Papua Coffee 
Best Coffee in the World

703 | Gaia Tree
Wholesome Ingredients make Delicious Food

M9 | Gail Thackray
Spiritual Journeys; Reiki Classes

852 | Gayle’s Garden
Gifts of Whimsy

153 | Gemstone Therapy Institute 
Gemstone Therapy Aura Sprays

202 | Gencel Wellness
Ion Cell Cleansing Health Solutions

707 | Gorgeous Goddesswear
Feel Like a Goddess

M26 | Grand Master Gerhardt 
Magickal, Mystical Powers of Ancient Egypt

M10 | Grand Master Qi 
Kung Fu Artist using Energy Healing

M16 | Happy Back 
Less Pain, More Happiness

853 | Hawthorne Organics 
Holistic & Natural Herbal Tinctures

100 | His & Her Rocks
Crystals, Carvings, Unique Items
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Exhibitor List
M49 | HOLOS Amulets
Love, Peace, and Unity

734 | Indian Vedic Oracle
Palm Reader, Numerology, Psychic, Past Life

306 | Infinite Healing
Arcturian Holographic Group Healing

305 | Into the Light
Alternative Intentional “Feel-Good” Elixirs

M68 | Isabella & Tuesday Phillips 
California Witches teach Healing Energy

F2B | Jimmy Church
Fade to Black Radio Host

844 | Joseph Thornton
Echelon Energetics

821 | Julissa Benitez 
Aromaterapia

459 | Kala Imports 
Singing Bowls, Prayer Beads, Jewelry, Gifts

104 | Kaleema John
Liberating Effects of the Dharma Wheel

M14 | Keith Seland 
Humankind & the ET Hypothesis

M50 | Kimberly Meredith
Medical Intuitive who Channels Holy Spirit

M44 | LifeWave 
Discover the Benefits of the X39 Patch

455 | Linda Berger 
Akashic Records Business Coaching

454 | Lisa Barnett 
Akashic Records Wisdom & Healing

84 | Lisa Ciardelli 
Clairvoyant Metaphysical Readings

504 | Love, Light & Vibe 
Raising your Vibration

M90 | Maria Elena Fonseca 
Theta Healing

825 | Marlene Barrientos 
Gatemalean Handicrafts

453 | Master Clarice Chan 
Tarot, Bazi, Numerology, Chinese Astrology

300 | Maureen Allan
Readings by Master Channeler Maureen Allan

356 | Maureen St. Germain 
Ascension Institute Mystery School

403 | Merit Mayati
The Bringers of Dawn Institute

96 | Millennium Products
EMF Protection & Healing Tools

351 | Mystech Synthesis
Biotechnology that Repairs Cellular Function

509 | Mystic Earth Gems
Healing Stones, Unique Custom Jewelry

151 | Namaslay Clothing 
Clothing Celebrating the Spirit of Radha

512 | Oh’s Trading
Portable Massage Units

355 | Parag’s Reiki Hut
Reiki Therapy and Courses

88 | Quantum Balance Crystals 
Energy Balancing Crystals

855 | Raven Shamballa 
Master Energy Healer

304 | Ravencroft Escentuals 
Essential Oils

M76 | Rehmannia Dean Thomas 
Superior Herbalist

86 | Reiki Healing 
Reiki Therapy

407 | Relax Saunas
The Most Advanced Far-Infrared Saunas

832 | Renu Lal
Henna Designs

M34 | Risley Cline
Psychic Medium, Reiki Master

811 | Roxana Leiva
Healing Crystals

M22 | Sacred Friends
Sacred Geometry Pendants

Food Court | Samosa House
Indian Vegetarian & Vegan Food

803 | Sanjay Khanna 
Rudranumerology

303 | Sebastian
Psychic Readings

M48 | Shaman Spears
Hand-crafted Energy Devices, Wands

M64 | Sheikha Maryam
Hand Beaded Shawls & Bags

M65 | Sirius Ascended Masters 
Ascended Masters Wisdom

513 | Starfire Water
Structured Alkaline Performance Water

152 | Starseed Squad
Futuristic Fitness Fashion

458 | Stones of Transformation 
Crystals, Stones, Tarot Reading

91 | Success Center, Inc. 
Hypnotherapy and Life Coaching

851 | Sugar Mountain
All Things Sweet and Wonderful

155 | Susan Walter Art
Connects to your Angels through Art

204 | Susanne Wilson
The Carefree Medium

257 | Suzanne Ross
Sedona Ascension Retreats

M12 | Tanya Mikaela 
Art of the Soul

87 | Team Light
A Higher Frequency of Existence

94 | The Happy Holistic
Alchemize your DNA with Epigenetics

831 | The Soul Force
Spiritual Seeker’s Guide to Self-Knowledge

M32 | Theta Healing
Readings and Healings

801 | Tracee Dunblazier
Spiritual Empath

841 | Travis McHenry
Author & Spiritual Occultist

83 | Tude Girl
Bioenergetic EMF Protection Jewelry

85 | Vibranz Self-Care
Vibrational Self-Healing Tools

804 | Volcanic Origins
Radiate Beauty from the Inside Out

505 | Wellness Within
Where Energy Meets Medicine

M91 | Yadira Alapizco
Angeles de Luz

805 | YOUniversal Healing 
Angelic Healer
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Special EventsSpecial Events
Friday 8pm - Late

Marina Ballroom
Saturday 4pm - 5pm

Hotel Lobby
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Sound Bath Activation

Sunday 6pm - 7:30pm
Marina

Speaker Reception
hosted by George Noory

Meet your favorite speakers!
Happy hour half priced drinks!

Take pictures at the step and repeat!
Have a great time!

And then get ready for...
Expo’s Got Talent!

Cash prizes awarded to winners!
Hidden talent from the expo community!

Hosted by Jimmy Church, with judges Lisa Garr, 
Serena Wright, Taylor, Tee Celise, & Dr. Sarah Larsen 

at the golden buzzer table.  And surprise guest, 
Dannion Brinkley, doing stand-up!!!

With Ana Netanel

SATURDAY NIGHT at the expo

Saturday 8pm - 11pm
La Jolla Ballroom

Special EventsSpecial Events

Conscious Life Expo Seminars

2022 SCHEDULE
MARCH

APRIL
MAY

JUNE
JULY

AUGUST
SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

Healing Affirmations
Near Death Experience
UFOs in Los Angeles
Ghost Stories
Prosperity Modeling
Seance (Limited Tickets)
Parapsychism
Finding Your Core
Aliens Among Us
Expo Christmas Party

2nd Saturday of Each Month
Visit consciouslifeseminars.com for updated information
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Hispanic ProgramHispanic Program

Blanca N Castilblanco
Maestra Formadora Internacional De Constelaciones Fluviales

Certificación Internacional como Constelador Fluvial

Constelación Fluvial Indiviual presencial y/o online

Pregunta al Agua: Toma la decisión más útil orientada por la
sabiduría del agua: trabajo, proyecto, casa, relación.

Los 7 Niveles del Amor: Mejora la relación con tu pareja mirando
desde el agua cuales son los niveles del amor en que no estás
haciendo pareja y necesitan ser reparados.

Cierre de Parejas

Con experiencia como Master Reiki, Pranic Healing, Hipnosis
Clínica, Sanación del Niño Interior, Constelaciones Familiares; el
llegar al agua ha sido lo que muchos llamamos milagro.

Elije y hazlo diferente, no mejor, ni peor que los que te antecedieron, 
solamente diferente.

Tel: 818 224 9891

Facebook: ArmonySer
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Friday Schedule

La Jolla Marina Los Angeles A Newport B
4 PM

Free Workshop
Robert Perala

Extraterrestrials & the 
Nature of Existence

Free Workshop
Shima Moore

Attracting Light in a 
Dark World

Free Workshop
Samuel Kiwasz

 Sacred
Geometry

Free Workshop
Ahrar Ahmad
Reshape Your

Reality

4:30

5 PM

5:30

6 PM
Paid Workshop
Adam Apollo

The Ancient Mystery
of our Human Origins 

Free Workshop
Britt Lynn +
Hanna Lena

Cultivating Sacred
Sisterhood

Free Workshop
Phil Wilson

Spiritual Purification
Using Far-Infrared

Saunas

Free Workshop
Cher Jolyne Lowery
Activating The Divine 

Genome

6:30

7 PM

7:30

8 PM
Paid Workshop

Kimberly Meredith
Medical Mediumship 
Readings with Divine 

Healings

Special Event
Cacao Ceremony & 

Subtle Sol After Hours
Aura Sound Bath & 

Embodiment followed by
Downtempo House & 

Elixir Cocktails!

Paid Workshop
Susan Slaughter

How the Living
Haunt

Free Workshop
Benton Ryer

Personal Energy
Shield for Protection

8:30

9 PM

9:30

  
Century A Century B Century C Century D

3 PM
Free Lecture
Keith Seland
Humaniverse
Guide to ET

Free Lecture
Tina D

Mushrooms &
Magic Powers

Free Lecture
Suzanne Ross

VIRTUALITY: The 
Next Level

Free Lecture
Koda Voytasek

Sciatica: 5 Steps to 
Lasting Relief

3:30

4 PM
Free Lecture
Dr Q Moayad

Ancient Manuscript 
About You

Free Lecture
Susanne Wilson

The Carefree Medium

Free Lecture
Maryam Kabeer

Journey of Spiritual 
Transformation

Free Lecture
Lai Ubberud

Atlantis, The Lost 
Continent

4:30

5 PM
Free Lecture
Joe Blanton

Red Laser Self
Healing

Free Lecture
Adriana Mezgova

Healing Properties of 
Terpenes

Free Lecture
Tristan Esquivez

Psychedelic Integration 
& Embodiment

Free Lecture
Shaer Love

The Path of Love
5:30

6 PM
Free Lecture

Jeff Bomberger
Be Still & Listen

Free Lecture
Maureen St. Germain
Mastering your 5D Self

Free Lecture
Joya Sosnowski
Connect to Your 

Quantum Holiness

Free Lecture
Ellie Shoja

Channeled Writing 
Made Easy

6:30

7 PM
Free Lecture

Apolla Astaria
Solutions for Humanity

Free Lecture
Isabelle Morton
New Heart New 

Destiny

Free Lecture
Kristine Augustyn

Finding Joy

Free Lecture
Spanda Makt
Healing With

Spanda

7:30

8 PM
Free Lecture
Ocean Sky

Numerology: Discover 
your Sacred Codes

Free Lecture
Maureen Allan

Spirit Communication

Free Lecture
Alex Williams

Beverage of the 
Future

Free Lecture 
Isabella &

Tuesday Phillips
Witchcraft Magic!

8:30

9 PM

  

Plaza

5:30pm-7:30pm

Panel Discussion
We Are All 

Psychic

8pm-10pm

Panel Discussion
Ancient
Secrets

Secrets of 
Megalithic

Sites 

  

Color Key to Events 
See page 72 for a full price list

A Day Pass is required to attend any event

Green
Free Lectures
& Workshops

Blue
Paid

Workshops

Purple
Special
Events

Yellow
Panel

Discussions
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WorkshopsFree Lectures

The Wondrous Journey of Spiri-
tual Transformation is in truth, 
transcendent of our comprehen-
sion and control. We are being 
guided through doorway after 
doorway, one state of spiritual 
realization after the next by our 
Beloved Lord, Most Merciful, and 
Most Wise. Let us become con-
scious travelers on this amazing 
unfolding journey back to our Ex-
alted Beloved Source!
 
Sheikha Maryam Kabeer was 
guided to study intensively with 
Spiritual Masters around the 
world, and thus, through Divine 
Grace, to become, while forever 
making the journey, a vehicle for 
the transformation of other spiri-
tual seekers.

In this hands-on workshop you 
will learn the neuroscience-
backed RESET methodology 
that has helped thousands of 
people become free from even 
the toughest cases of sciatic 
pain. We will be doing percus-
sion therapy and customized 
assessments. You will walk 
away with everything you need 
to make sciatica a distant mem-
ory! Come ready to put your 
new knowledge into practice!
 
Koda Voyatasek is a pain free-
dom coach who overcame 15 
years of chronic pain after mak-
ing a groundbreaking discov-
ery about the brain body con-
nection. She has now helped 
1,000s of people become pain 
free through her company Hap-
py Back.

Did Atlantis really exist? Is there 
any proof that it did? Are there 
any descendants of Atlanteans 
in the world right now? Were 
they good or bad people? Did 
the mean ones learn their les-
sons and paid off their karmic 
debts? What language did they 
speak? Is there any language 
that resembles it on earth, pres-
ently? Let’s find out.
 
Lai Ubberud is the winner of 
“Houston Press Best Psychic 
& Best Pet Psychic”, TV & ra-
dio personality, interviewed by 
newspapers & magazines, ex-
pert judge in Glamour magazine 
and in their Hall of Fame. Psy-
chic, Past Lives, Animal com-
municator, New Age advisor.

Keith
Seland

Humaniverse 
Guide to ET

Tina
D

Mushrooms & 
Magic Powers 

Dr Q
Moayad
Ancient

Manuscript 
About You

Susanne 
Wilson

The Carefree 
Medium

Suzanne 
Ross

VIRTUALITY: 
The Next Level

Maryam
Kabeer

Journey of 
Spiritual

Transformation

Koda
Voytasek
Sciatica: 5 

Steps to Lasting 
Relief

Lai
Ubberud

Atlantis, The 
Lost Continent

Keith explores the extraterres-
trial Hypothesis and discusses 
what humankind must do to pro-
actively and beneficially plan for 
first contact and enduring global 
acknowledgement. It is vital for 
us to overcome our costly obses-
sions with waiting to react until 
after a situation turns bad, as we 
are prone to do.

Keith Seland brings 13 years 
of ufology research into his proj-
ects. These include three books 
in The Humaniverse Guide se-
ries.

Paying homage to the worlds 
oldest species, mushrooms, and 
the higher powers shown to an-
cestors who used this medicine. 
In a super natural world, we have 
been brainwashed away from 
our greater abilities. From te-
lepathy, intuition and to psychic 
strength. Come learn about what 
your powers are and how to tap 
into them!

A passionate soul in the plant 
medicine field who wishes to ac-
complish internal peace. On a 
mission to heal within, so we can 
heal others. Facilitates mush-
room psychotherapy sessions in 
private and group settings.  

3,000 years ago, enlightened 
sages, through the help of Lord 
Shiva, gained the power of 
clairvoyance. These Maharishis 
used their divine powers to pre-
dict the lives of millions of peo-
ple. Their insights were put down 
on dried Palm Leaves. Your Leaf 
was written specifically for you 
and your life: Karma, Obstacles, 
Children, Destiny, Partnership, 
Career and Health.
 
Dr Q Moayad founded the In-
dian Palm Leaf Reading Institute 
to bring this powerful, ancient 
wisdom to the west. Dr Q has 
been a guide for over 25 years. 
His reading had a major transfor-
mational impact on his life where 
he was predicted that he will 
bring this to the west.

Join Susanne Wilson, the Care-
free Medium and Intuition Edu-
cator, for a fast paced session 
of messages from spirit for a few 
lucky attendees. Susanne will 
deliver as many intuitive insights 
and medium messages, as she 
humanly can, in this fun and 
amazing event.

Susanne J. Wilson, MA is a 
Carefree, Arizona-based intu-
ition educator, author, medium, 
and paranormal presenter. Su-
sanne appears in Amazon Films, 
Coast to Coast AM, Gaia TV, Su-
perpower Series, and Fox News.

Suzanne shows you how to 
keep leveling up in this virtual 
reality space-time game. She 
demonstrates how you can be-
come a Master Gamer and level 
up through 3D, 4D, 5D and be-
yond. Learn how to see through 
the eyes of your eternal soul, 
the gamer behind your VR’s 
in space-time, and access the 
akashic records of all of your 
avatars!
 
Suzanne Ross has dedicated 
her life to the awakening and as-
cension of humanity through her 
books, services, T.V. network, 
radio show and the many events 
she has hosted. She is the au-
thor of the Up! Trilogy, the execu-
tive producer of SciSpi.TV and a 
speaker at events nationwide.

Robert Perala
Extraterrestrials & 

The Nature of Existence 

Shima Moore
5D_StarPortal: 

Attracting Light in a Dark World

Samuel Kiwasz
Sacred Geometry

Robert is most noted for his remarkable direct encoun-
ter and abduction by extraterrestrial astronauts in 1977. 
His research has led him into understanding the nature 
of existence, the origin of the soul and our relationship 
with the cosmos. He will teach us about the cycles of 
our lifetimes and our mysterious relationship with our 
extraterrestrial ancestors called the Pleiadeans. You will 
learn how Earth is being birthed into a larger expression 
that includes the revealment of extraterrestrial lifeforms. 
Learn how Disclosure is happening all around us! You 
will see UFO photos, sacred sites, and what may lay 
ahead in this Era of Disclosure and ascension into the 
age of wonders.

Robert Perala is the internationally acclaimed author of 
The Divine Blueprint: Roadmap for the New Millennium, 
and The Divine Architect: The Art of Living and Beyond. 
He is considered by many to be one of North America’s 
finest inspirational speakers. He has been featured on: 
CNN, The FOX Network, Showtime, and Coast to Coast 
AM to name a few. 

Let the heavens shine a light, empowering you to open 
up to your highest potential. Mixing contemporary tools 
with ancient wisdom and celestial insights that honor 
your body, mind, and spirit, and her special mix of juju, 
Shima will introduce practical metaphysical basics to 
harmonize Heaven and Earth in your daily life. Don’t 
miss this one-of-a-kind experience that promises to be 
enlightening and lighthearted, as we move full-on into 
2022, and to set us up for an especially empowering ad-
venture. Suggestion: If you know the time of your birth, 
bring it to add to the entire weekend. 

Shima Moore, cofounder of Conscious Life Expo, is a 
metaphysical curator and educator who oversees Your 
Astrology Curator (FB), PanEuRhythmy, a sacred dance, 
Stargate Activations/Meditations, and Moon Manifesta-
tion Magic via her 5D_StarPortal.  An ordained minis-
ter and life-long community organizer, she has utilized 
ancient wisdom and celestial insights to integrate body, 
mind, and spirit as co-founder of Rainbow Grocery in 
SF, Perceptions magazine, and more.

This workshop is my way of sharing the wonderment of 
creation through the beatific art and homogeneous pro-
gression of Sacred Geometry. There is a Circle of Life 
in the Universe where one dimension of creation leads 
to the formation of another. This innate order of things is 
the way everything tends to unfold in its inherent order. 
When we begin to understand the synchronicity of how 
Divine Intelligence maintains homeostasis in all things, 
we start to gain a greater appreciation for the Oneness 
and Interconnection of the Galactic environment we live 
in. Come and dive deeply into your inherent nature.

Since the early 1970’s when Samuel Kiwasz first dis-
covered the joy of being on the Spiritual Path, he has 
dedicated himself to being a catalyst for humanities 
upliftment through higher education. He was a middle 
school teacher for LAUSD for 22 years, and took early 
retirement to become a Social Entrepreneur, Commu-
nity Synergist www.SacredFriends.org , and Sacred Ge-
ometry specialist www.SacredPendants.com

Friday 4pm - 5:30pm
La Jolla

Friday 4pm - 5:30pm
Marina

Friday 4pm - 5:30pm
Los Angeles A

Friday 4pm - 5:30pm
Newport B

Free Workshop

Free Workshop

Free Workshop

Free Workshop

Friday 3pm - 3:45pm

Friday 4pm - 4:45pm

Ahrar Ahmad
Reshape your Reality

Reshape your reality to match your dreams! This is a 
crash course workshop that touches on the misunder-
stood art of Magick.

Have you ever had a feeling from within your core that 
there’s more to life than meets the eye?  What if I told 
you that you’re already on the right path?   What if I told 
you that you reading this description is not an accident.  
The simple truth is that this is the realm of effect, join me 
as I take you on a journey from shifting into the realm 
of cause so you can create a more favorable effect. You 
will learn about mysticism and occult technology for the 
purpose of creating your layer of reality.

Ahrar Ahmad, The Muslim Mystic, is a multi-disciplinary 
spiritualist who is rooted in Islamic Mysticism utilizing 
Kabbalah, Vedic sciences, and Quantum mechanics for 
reality manifestation. He is a Left Hand Path practitioner 
with religious roots in Islam.
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WorkshopsWorkshops

Friday 6pm - 7:30pm
Newport B

Free Workshop

Phil Wilson
Spiritual Purification

Using Far-Infrared Saunas
Far-infrared Light generates a specific frequency of light 
that resonates with and is absorbed by the water mol-
ecules, which gives energy to every cell of the body. 
This increases body-core temperature, thus mobilizing 
the lymphatic system, increasing micro-circulation, and 
activating the para-sympathetic nervous system. This 
can give one deep profound relaxation, leaving one in 
the moment of NOW, where magic can happen, propel-
ling one into a heightened state of awareness. This can 
give great joy and a sense of total-connected-ness to 
that which you are. Far-infrared energy is the loving light 
of the sun. This Workshop will elaborate on this.

Phil Wilson had an out-of-body experience in 1970, 
and a kundalini experience in 1971, propelling him into 
worlds of fasting, yoga, contemplating, and consuming 
very pure food. In 1976, He started distributing unique 
supplements and massage tools to stores and health 
professionals, promoting products that would activate 
consciousness-expansion.

Friday 6pm - 7:30pm
Los Angeles A

Free Workshop

Britt Lynn + Hanna Lena CHRISTENSEN
Cultivating Sacred Sisterhood

Sacred Sisterhood has the ability to bless our lives immensely, initiating us into deeper friendship and 
emotional intimacy. In this workshop Sacred Sister Podcast Hosts Britt Lynn + Hanna Lena provide sto-
ries, tools and games to bring you and your Sister(s) closer together than ever before. We’ll explore how 
to move through challenges and use stumbling blocks as stepping stones to grow the relationship on a 
deeper level and rise high together. Bring a notebook and pen, and if possible your astrological natal chart 
(and yours on astro.com) Invite your Sacred Sister (or leave with a new one)  

Your Sacred Sister Podcast Hosts: 

Britt Lynn is an Energetic Cartographer + Personal Transformation Coach, guiding seekers toward True 
North Embodiment by mapping Self-system energy. 

Hanna Lena Christensen is an Astrologer, Rebirth Coach and Sourceress, guiding souls to channel from 
Source, astral travel and birth their dreams into reality with less stress and more flow. She is the author of 
the Moon Magick Manifestation Planner, the Moon Magick Integration Journal as well as the soon to be 
published Astral Travel Logbook.

Friday 6pm - 7:30pm
Marina

Free Workshop

Cher Jolyne
Lowery

Activating The Divine Genome

A MASTERMIND in iNNER-STANDING THE QUAN-
TUM YOU! We’ll be diving deep into various concepts 
around Multidimensionality & coming together for a 
“Timeline Hopping Experiment” Come curious as the 
soul scientist that you are! Healing is play, expect to ex-
pect miracles. Get ready to reclaim your #SOULGOLD 
power, spiritual vitality, and soul gifts. (( which only YOU 
can do))
 
Cher Jolyne is the founder of Daughters of RA, Sha-
manic Fitness & GLOW UP!!! a Youth Program. In her 
body of work, she summarizes herself as a “metaphysi-
cal midwife” holding space for others to birth themselves 
into their highest timeline, connected to their purpose & 
thriving in sharing their gifts.

Adam apollo
The Ancient Mystery of our Human Origins

Who are we, and where did we come from? These great questions have been central 
in the lives of countless philosophers, scientists, and anthropologists for millennia. 
What if the theories we learned in history are built on false premises, filtered by eth-

nocentric scribes, tilted by religious doctrines, judgements, and persecutions? What if our true history is 
hidden in the mists of mythology, the origin stories of people around the world, and encoded in the ancient 
stone structures around the planet? What if our true origins are scattered among the stars?

Adam Apollo has been a featured speaker at the White House, in summits at the United Nations, and 
at conferences globally. Cofounder of UNIFY.org movement (over 100M people), and Superluminal Sys-
tems. Faculty and Chief Architect of the Resonance Academy, and the Guardian Alliance. Featured on 
GAIA TV, Coast to Coast AM, feature films and more.

Friday 6pm - 7:30pm
La Jolla

Paid Workshop
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Panel DiscussionsFree Lectures

The psychedelic renaissance is 
rising in popularity and support-
ers. Integration is the “after cer-
emony” process of embodiment, 
in this lecture awaken to the es-
sentials of integration, the heal-
ing from these plant medicines 
and the pursuit of our purpose 
through visionary experiences.

We’ll be exploring micro-dosing, 
psychedelic integration, practi-
cal tools for embodiment and 
grounding in your spiritual expe-
riences.

The path of love is the choice to 
go through fear to get to love. It 
is making the conscious choice 
in every moment to address 
the layers which overlap the 
authentic truth that is within all 
of us. On this path we will learn 
the ways in which we block our 
connection to the divine.
 
Shaer Love is a channel for 
Source. Guided by spirit to 
share with others how to con-
nect to their divinity.

Writing is a powerful way to 
connect to the divine within our-
selves. In this illuminating and 
inspiring talk, Author and Spiri-
tual Guide Ellie Shoja shares 
practical, actionable, heart-
opening tools to help you ac-
cess the part of your soul that 
speaks with clarity and wisdom 
through channelled writing.

Ellie Shoja is a serial entre-
preneur, author of The 13th 
Planet and Your Heart Knows 
The Way, cofounder of Peace 
Unleashed, TEDx speaker, and 
the co-host of the Unleash Your 
Peace podcast

Joe
Blanton
Red Laser

Self Healing

Jeff
Bomberger

Be Still &
Listen

Adriana 
Mezgova

Healing
Properties of 

Terpenes

Maureen St. 
Germain

Mastering your 
5D Self

Tristan
Esquivez
Psychedelic 
Integration

Joya
Sosnowski

Connect to Your 
Quantum
Holiness

Shaer
Love

The Path of 
Love

Ellie
Shoja

Channeled
Writing Made 

Easy

Learn how to use the Power of 
the Red-InfraRed Laser to help 
your Body Heal Itself naturally 
by Up-Grading your GENE EX-
PRESSION to build Healthier 
Proteins. Proteins are the Ex-
pression of LIFE, Responsible 
for Structure and Function of 
your Body! Be Proactive and 
Build your Immune System Us-
ing the Frequency Medicine of 
Nature! Frequency-Energy-Vi-
bration! “Nichola Tesla”

Joe Blanton has over 40 years 
of Holistic practice . He’s been 
lecturing on how the Red-Infra-
Red laser adds about 30% LIFE 
FORCE Energy into our blood in 
30 seconds with more oxygen 
and improved-micro-circulation 
for Vibrational Self Healing!

Join Jeff for an introductory dis-
cussion about using your intui-
tive sense to channel inner guid-
ance in meditation. The talk will 
cover the intuitive senses, their 
connection to the chakras and 
how to discover which intuitive 
senses are strong for you. 

Jeff Bomberger is an intuitive 
channel dedicated to helping 
others rediscover their connec-
tion to God and spirit through 
meditation and the growth of 
their own intuitive senses.

In todays busy world many are 
hearing words terpenes coupled 
with cannabis, CBD and hemp. 
As much as terpenes are part of 
CBD, cannabis and hemp they 
are also a really big part of es-
sential oils, herbs, fruits and 
vegetables.  Attend this class to 
learn more about their benefits 
and how to use them in your 
daily life. 

Adriana Mezgova is a Reiki 
Master Teacher, Clairvoyant, 
Clairaudient, Clairsentient, Em-
pathic energy pattern rewriter, 
and healer. Her expertise are 
aromatherapy, crystals, Alchemy 
crystal bowls, tarot, reiki, astrol-
ogy and she has been initiated 
as a priestess into a lineage of 
Melchizedek, to serve the high-
est healing light.

Discover humanities shift into 
the fifth dimension, makes this 
transformation from 3D to 5D 
unlike anything before it. Hu-
manities’ evolution follows a sine 
wave, moving from ideal expres-
sions back to old familiar ones 
then on to even higher ideal ex-
pressions. Learn how to use the 
Magnanimous Dimension to hold 
that frequency!

Maureen J. St. Germain is an 
International Ascension teacher 
and best-selling and award-win-
ning author, Maureen has been 
granted access to a dimension 
that has been closed to most of 
humanity for eons and is a direct 
channel to Source.

There are instructions for your 
ascension, and how to get in 
constant contact with your Quan-
tum Holiness. Discover the hid-
den connection between the 
ancient Aramaic Teachings of 
Yeshua, Transpersonal Psychol-
ogy, Quantum Physics, & Sound 
Healing in this fascinating pre-
sentation. You’re going to want 
to bring your notebook. You’ll 
leave with the tools you need for 
your own ascension process. 

Joya Sosnowski is a Sound 
& Voice healer, and Quantum 
Spiritualty Coach. Her many cer-
tifications include Metaphysics & 
Mindfulness. She has studied the 
Aramaic Teachings of Yeshua for 
years and created a formula for 
awakening & ascension based on 
these teachings, modern quan-
tum physics, & psychology. 

Friday 8pm - 10pm
Plaza

Friday 5:30pm - 7:30pm
Plaza

Panel Discussion

Panel DiscussionFriday 5pm - 5:45pm

Friday 6pm - 6:45pm

All around the world there are an-
cient sites built with enormous stones, 
strategically placed in circles and 
formations, some weighing millions 
of pounds.  Who are the ancients 
who built them and why? Some ex-
hibit an understanding of the cosmos 
and astronomy. Some would have 
needed advanced precision instru-
ments to create. Some are formed as 
gateways, could these lead to other 
dimensions? The ancients, whether 
human or extra-terrestrial, possessed 
hidden knowledge that we are only 
now beginning to discover!

Secrets of Megalithic Sites
(Moderator) Jimmy Church 
host of ‘Fade to Black’ one 
of the highest rated para-
normal radio shows on on 
KJCR and the UnX Net-
work. The Game Changer 
Network, History Channel 
and A&E Networks.
William Henry is an inves-
tigative mythologist, art his-
torian and expert guide to 
ancient sites. A co-star and 
consulting producer of An-
cient Aliens on the History 
Channel and host of two 
series on Gaia TV. 

Linda Moulton Howe is a 
reporter and editor of the En-
vironment and Real X-Files 
news, as well as a contrib-
uting reporter for ‘Ancient 
Aliens’ on The History Chan-
nel.

Billy Carson is the founder 
and CEO of 4BiddenKnowl-
edge Inc, and the Best-
Selling Author of ‘The Com-
pendium of The Emerald 
Tablets’ and ‘Woke Doesn’t 
Mean Broke’. 

Caroline Cory is an award-
winning filmmaker and best-
selling  author. Her latest 
film ‘A Tear in the Sky’ is an 
unprecedented scientific ap-
proach to the UFO phenom-
enon, due to be released in 
April 2022.

We are all psychic to some ex-
tent. Paranormal activity exists 
on a spectrum from a normal, 
simple intuition, to deep trance 
channel states. Where are you 
on the spectrum of heightened 
awareness? Are you psychic? 
Join us for this interactive ex-
ploration of what it means to be 
psychic and discover where on 
the spectrum you land.

We are
all

Psychic

(Moderator) Alan Steinfeld, 
is a host and producer of 
“New Realities Radio.” and 
is the author of “Making 
Contact: Preparing for the 
New Realities of Extrater-
restrial Existance.” 

Lai Ubberud is a psychic, 
animal communicator and 
new age advisor.  She was 
the winner of “Houston 
Press Best Psychic & Best 
Pet Psychic”, TV & radio 
personality.

Susan Slaughter is a para-
normal investigator whose 
works can be seen on se-
ries like Syfy’s Ghost Hunt-
ers International, The Dark 
Zone TV, and Travel Chan-
nel’s Paranormal Caught on 
Camera.

Tracee Dunblazier GC-C, 
is a spiritual empath, sha-
man, and 20-time national 
award-winning author, and 
President of the Coalition of 
Visionary Resources -trade 
organization for the Mind, 
Body, Spirit Industry.

Susanne J. Wilson, MA 
is known as the Carefree 
Medium. Susanne appears 
in Amazon Films, Coast 
to Coast AM, Gaia TV, Su-
perpower Series, and Fox 
News Nat’l. 

Maureen Allan is a Chan-
neler, spiritual Teacher and 
oracle. Her gifts allow her 
to receive clear messages 
from Heaven; helping you 
connect and receive guid-
ance from loved ones. 
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Susan Slaughter
How the Living Haunt

Kimberly Meredith
Medical Mediumship Readings 

with Divine Healings 

Benton Ryer
Personal Energy Shields

for Protection

cacao ceremony
Followed by 

Subtle Sol After Hours

The spirit world is a strange beast that is often feared 
and misunderstood. Professional paranormal investiga-
tors still scratch at the surface to try and uncover the 
truth behind life after death only to fall short of the ex-
istential answers they seek. Is there more to a haunt 
than ghosts? How can the living affect residual spiritual 
energy and can the living actually create paranormal 
activity?

Susan Slaughter is a paranormal investigator whose 
investigative works can be seen on series like Syfy’s 
Ghost Hunters International, The Dark Zone TV, and 
Travel Channel’s Paranormal Caught on Camera. In her 
16 years of investigating supernatural phenomena world 
wide in over 30 countries, she has investigated all sorts 
of historical locations from ancient Incan and Mayan 
temples, hidden tunnels and crypts from The Knight’s 
Templar, medieval castles, Spanish fortresses, and old 
colonial plantations. Through her research, Slaughter 
has developed a keen understanding of death and the 
spirit realm through a culturally inclusive lens. 

Join medical intuitive, medium, healer Kimberly Meredith 
for this exciting 5th-dimensional healing class! Kimberly’s 
Spirit Guides will select multiple attendees to receive 
medical, physical, and emotional mediumship readings 
and healings. Kimberly and her Guides will create a 5th-
dimensional healing grid, supercharged by Christ Con-
sciousness and sacred Feminine Divine energy, to bring 
powerful healing to benefit all attendees! We will call on 
Mother Mary to strengthen everyone with love, while re-
ceiving blessings and messages from loved ones who 
have crossed over.
Kimberly will be signing Books for you at booth-M50

Kimberly Meredith survived two near-death experi-
ences in 2013 and was healed through the Holy Spirit. 
In her new book, Awakening to the Fifth Dimension: Dis-
covering The Soul’s Path To Healing, Kimberly shares 
how this experience has evolved into her unique gifts, 
touching the lives of thousands, and witnessing hun-
dreds of miracle healings.

Through this workshop, Benton will be teaching partici-
pants how to shield themselves from unwanted ener-
gies and parasites. Members from the audience will be 
given the chance to participate in a free healing, held 
personally and privately by Benton. He will also be sign-
ing copies of his book, “The Shores of Eternity: A Mem-
oir of Sorcery.” Not to be missed!

Benton Ryer is an author and powerful healer who at 
a young age discovered that he had extrasensory abili-
ties. A year and a half ago, he decided to offer his ser-
vices to the public, amazingly, by doing remote healings 
of both the spiritual and physical body through Insta-
gram for free to help advance humanity. He has posted 
100s of testimonials from the people he has healed and 
helped and has now chosen to go further by educating 
the public in regards to the metaphysical and unseen 
worlds. 

8:00pm-9:30pm
-Cacao Ceremony w/ Britt Lynn
-Aura Soundbath
-Embodiment
 
9:30pm-Late
Subtle Sol Dancey Downtempo House Music
Tarot - Jewelry - Paint
Connect & Unwind
SIP Elixir Cocktails (Included with Ticket!)
 
We welcome you to join this exclusive  after hours event! 
With guides Britt Lynn & Pseudosimian, set intention 
for the vibration you’ll hold throughout the weekend as 
we start with Ceremonial Cacao. Get to know the like-
minds who attend Conscious Life in activating partner 
+ group shares! We create experiences that catalyze 
connection, creativity, and movement. Placing equal im-
portance around music, art, and environment; as well as 
the beautful people who make it what it is!

Friday 8pm - 9:30pm
Los Angeles A

Friday 8pm - 9:30pm
La Jolla

Friday 8pm - 9:30pm
Newport B

Friday 8pm - Late
Marina

Paid Workshop

Paid Workshop

Free Workshop

Special Event

In this workshop, you will discov-
er how you can use your person-
al numerological codes and giv-
ing powers from your birth chart 
to unlock your hidden potential 
for your success, happiness, 
relationship compatibility and 
connecting with your true self. 
We are going to Discover the 
Practical Keys of Manifestation, 
Sacred Numerology, inner fulfill-
ment, the Power of Surrender, 
how to heal your relationships 
and attract abundance. 
 
Ocean Sky has over 15 years 
experience as a Transforma-
tional Life Coach, Numerologist, 
Mystic, Vedic Astrologist, Healer, 
Intuitive, with a Master’s Degree 
in Psychology. She speaks all 
over the world, inspiring thou-
sands of people. She’s learned 
from Ascended Masters to share 
the Energy of Love&Light.

Medium Maureen Allan will 
bridge the gap between our 
world and Heaven’s and help 
you connect with your loved 
ones who’ve passed on by chan-
neling their messages of love 
and closure. Hearing messages 
of their existence in the Afterlife 
is healing and inspiring and will 
prove that they are still with you 
today.

Maureen Allan is a Master 
Channeler & Psychic Medium. 
She has attained being a Princi-
pal Oracle for Ascended Masters 
Kuan Yin & Jesus and a Primary 
Oracle for Mother Mary and 
Buddha. Her advanced level al-
lows her to receive and channel 
strong, clear messages helping 
you connect with Heaven.

An examination of why most 
people drink liquor the damage 
that it does to your body. Diving 
into a transformative alternative 
elixir, that is crafted with the in-
tention of providing the consum-
er a feel good experience. Will 
include a demo of different elixirs 
mixes and a powerpoint . 

Healing feel good tea of the fu-
ture, connects you to your high-
est light, good vibes in a bottle

A new healing modality called 
Supreme Bright Light intro-
duced by Spanda. Heal, Awak-
en and be Empowered.
 
Spanda Makt had an awaken-
ing at 4 yrs old & was a psychic 
child After he grew up, he prac-
ticed meditation for three hours 
per day for over six years. He 
teaches Meditation & Energy 
Healing

Come explore the vast world 
of witchcraft, energy work and 
magic spells with California’s 
very own witches Isabella & 
Tuesday! Learn to magically 
manifest whatever you want 
and desire! Not only helping 
with Love relationships, also 
the relationship we have with 
ourselves. In this lecture Tues-
day and Isabella Phillips will 
also teach you how to cast a 
Money Spell.

Isabella and Tuesday Phillips 
have been working side-by-
side in this amazing world of 
witchcraft and magic, helping 
people create and design their 
ideal lives and relationships!

Apolla
Astaria

Solutions for 
Humanity

Ocean
Sky

Numerology: 
Discover your 
Sacred Codes

Isabelle
Morton

New Heart
New Destiny

Maureen
Allan
Spirit

Communication

Kristine
Augustyn

Finding
Joy

Alex
Williams
Beverage

of the Future 

Spanda
Makt

Healing With 
Spanda

Isabella &
Tuesday Phillips

Witchcraft, Energy & Magic!

Humanity is currently faced with 
incredible pressure to evolve 
quickly. The media will make 
you believe all hope is lost but in 
reality there are numerous solu-
tions to the issues we face. How 
can we collectively manifest a 
brighter future if we have no idea 
what our options are? This visual 
presentation will cover the many 
amazing solutions we have.

Apolla Asteria is an actor/musi-
cian working in the entertainment 
industry in Los Angeles. She is a 
lifelong researcher of the forbid-
den archaeology, metaphysics, 
and ufology and is now the Host 
of Apolla’s Odyssey and reporter 
for ThirdPhaseOfMoon. Besides 
her career in entertainment she 
is the artist/inventor of Shaman 
Spears.

In 2005, I experienced heart fail-
ure, a near-death experience, 
and a heart transplant that recon-
nected me with my life purpose: 
to lead the field of Diamond and 
Gemstone Therapy and share it 
with the world. Hear how I ac-
cepted my destiny and learn how 
you can accept yours too.
 
Isabelle Morton, founder of the 
Gemstone Therapy Institute, has 
taken crystal healing to new lev-
els. She has developed effective 
Diamond and gemstone rem-
edies, sophisticated applications 
and procedures, introductory 
courses, and advanced certifica-
tion programs.

What is Joy and how do we find 
it? Explore with Kristine the path-
ways to finding Joy in everyday 
life. Defined as a feeling of hap-
piness, festive gaiety and great 
delight, the feeling of Joy is 
worth the effort to find and main-
tain.   Kristine will provide exer-
cises and experiences to help 
provoke the hidden joy within.  

“Surely Joy is the Condition of 
Life” - Henry David Thoreau

Kristine Augustyn is an artist, 
a TV and Film producer, and a 
seeker of JOY.  She has a de-
gree in Parapsychic Science and 
has been a life long student of 
esoteric knowledge.  

Friday 7pm - 7:45pm

Friday 8pm - 8:45pm
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Saturday Schedule

La Jolla Marina Los Angeles A Newport B

10AM

Paid Workshop
Caroline Cory
The Science of 
Consciousness

and UFOs 

Free Workshop
Kaleema John

Dharma & Dance
Body Movement

Workshop

Paid Workshop
Sarah Breskman 

Cosme
A Hypnotist’s

Journey to Atlantis

Free Workshop
Carlos Plazola
Decriminalize

Nature

10:30

11AM

11:30

12 PM

Free Workshop
Gail Thackray
Decoding Spirit 
Communication

Free Workshop
Susana

Puelles LAc
Womb Alchemy

Paid Workshop
Maureen Allan

Using Your 
Psychic Abilities

Free Workshop
Isabelle Morton

 Learn About Healing 
Diamonds

12:30

1 PM

1:30

2 PM

Paid Workshop
William Henry

Reset the Reset:
 In Revelation 
the Light Wins

Paid Workshop
Conjure Queen

Channeled Messages 
& Cosmic

Consciousness

Free Workshop
Bernadette King

Spirit Animal 
Medicine Walk

Free Workshop
Britt Lynn

The Nature Of 
Transformation 

2:30

3 PM

3:30

4 PM

Paid Workshop
Susanne Wilson
Ascending with 
Ultra Terrestrial

Wisdom

Paid Workshop
Maureen St. 

Germain
Mastering your 

5D Self

Free Workshop
Rick Ireton
Chakra Play 
Workshop

Free Workshop
Darren Le Baron
Psychedelics, Ego 

Death and the 
Afterlife

4:30

5 PM

5:30

6 PM

Paid Workshop
Linda Moulton

Howe
Strange UFO

Abduction

Free Workshop
Changing of

the Gods
Free Film
Premiere

Paid Workshop
Gail Thackray

Soul Fix & Repair-
Magnetic Healing 

Free Workshop
Jacqueline Brooke

Oklahoma’s
Renowned

Medium

6:30

7 PM

7:30

8 PM
Expo’s Got Talent
in the La Jolla Ballroom

Talent Show * Music and Dancing * Food and Bar
11 PM

  

Saturday Schedule

Century A Century B Century C Century D

10AM
Free Lecture

Hoda Mohajerani
Conscious

Entrepreneurship

Free Lecture
Clarice Chan
Feng Shui for

Everyone

Free Lecture
Phil Wilson

Chi-Gong Energy and 
Far-Infrared Saunas

Free Lecture
Shaman Brian
5D:  Heaven on

Earth

10:30

11AM
Free Lecture
Ken Swartz

Oxidative
Stress

Free Lecture
Paula Shaw

Stem Cell Age
Reversal

Free Lecture
Susan Walter

All About Angels

Free Lecture
Viviane Chauvet
Planetary Grids

Realignment

11:30

12 PM
Free Lecture
Dr Q Moayad

Ancient Manuscript 
About You

Free Lecture
Lisa Barnett

Akashic Record
Wisdom & Healing

Free Lecture
Dr. Nick Delgado
Fit or Fat, Vegan

or Keto?

Free Lecture
Bernadette King
Animal Medicine

Walk

12:30

1 PM
Free Lecture

Ginger Ravencroft
Heal, Love, Joy,

Success: 
Aromatherapy

Free Lecture
Merit Mayati

Psychic 
Kindergarten

Free Lecture
Halo Marques
Welcome to the

Future

Free Lecture
Rick Levine

Astrology and New 
Consciousness

1:30

2 PM
Free Lecture

Laurie Wheeler
Messages From 

InterDimensionals

Free Lecture
Christian Von Lahr
Time Travel, SEER-

SHIP & Dragons

Free Lecture
Tatyana Mickushina

Ascended Masters 
Teaching

Free Lecture
Joel Gold

Light Energy
2:30

3 PM
Free Lecture

Master Parag Patani
Reiki - Beyond

Physical Healing

Free Lecture
Melina Takvorian-

Mishra
Shield EMF with 

Ayurveda

Free Lecture
Bob Greska
Carbon-60 & 

Health

Free Lecture
TLC Calderon

The Secret Powers
of Color

3:30

4 PM
Free Lecture
Igor Galibov
Activation of

Thyself

Free Lecture
Buddha Maitreya
Awaken the Soul 

Meditation

Free Lecture
Terry

Brussel-Rogers
Soulmate Search

Free Lecture
Joya Sosnowski
Connect to Your 

Quantum Holiness

4:30

5 PM

Free Lecture
Susan Shumsky

Light Body Activation

Free Lecture
Bob Wheeler

BIOTEKT- The Future 
of Housing

Free Lecture
Tashia Stafford

Anatomy of a
Vision

Free Lecture
Kelly Brown

The COVID-DNA
Connection

5:30

6 PM
Free Lecture

Crista Marie Miller
Voice Channeler of
Mary Magdalene

Free Lecture
Rehmannia Dean
Tonic Herbs of the

Immortals

Free Lecture
Zoë Dane

Divine Feminine
Awakening

Free Lecture
Joan of Angels

Intuition
6:30

7 PM

  

Plaza

9:30am-11:30am 

Panel Discussion
Divine Duality

Divine
Feminine/
Masculine

12pm-2pm 

Special Event
George Noory
New Paradigm

Forum

2:30pm-4:30pm

Panel Discussion
Astrology
2022: An 

Opportunity to 
Bridge the

Great Divide

5pm-7pm 

Panel Discussion
Magick &
Mystery

Color Key to Events 
See page 72 for a full price list.

A Day Pass is required to attend any event.
Green

Free Lectures
& Workshops

Blue
Paid

Workshops

Purple
Special
Events

Yellow
Panel

Discussions
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WorkshopsPanel Discussions

caroline cory
Science of

Consciousness & UFOs

Sarah Breskman cosme
A Hypnotist Journey to Atlantis

Caroline Cory will share her latest findings in her scientific investigations on UFOs 
and extra-terrestrial contact. During her last production, she teamed up with sci-
entists and technology experts, who were able to record, collect and analyze UFO 
sightings in real time, over multiple military-grade, state-of-the art devices, in multiple 

locations, over multiple days. This is a first in ufology and the findings are mind blowing. Caroline will also 
discuss the connection of Consciousness and intention with the various UFO sightings and interaction 
with potential extra-terrestrial life. This is a fascinating discussion that will open doors into future research 
and understanding of the phenomenon. 

Caroline Cory is an award-winning filmmaker, author of best-selling books on Consciousness Science 
and Energy Medicine. Throughout her life, Cory has had paranormal experiences, which led her to be-
come deeply connected to existential topics, the study of Consciousness and the mechanics of the uni-
verse. Cory is a regular expert guest on TV shows such as The UnXplained with William Shatner and the 
popular series ‘Ancient Aliens’ and her latest ‘A Tear in the Sky’ is an unprecedented scientific approach 
to the UFO phenomenon, due to be released in April 2022.

In 2018, in hopes to mitigate pain from the swelling of her brain, Jen, a young mom, 
agreed to be hypnotized by Sarah, but what happened next could not have been 
predicted. Through a series of past life regression sessions was the discovery of a 

forgotten world, the civilization of Atlantis. Through retelling her story and release of this history, Jen was 
able to heal her brain to the bewilderment of her medical team.  In this presentation, Sarah will discuss 
the parallels she has discovered, and the lessons she has learned from a lifetime that existed so many 
years ago.

“The information about Atlantis and Lemuria has been buried for thousands of years because the informa-
tion is so powerful that it would create change amongst the people” from “A HYPNOTIST’S JOURNEY 
TO ATLANTIS”

Sarah Breskman Cosme is the best-selling author of A Hypnotist’s Journey to Atlantis and the author 
of A Hypnotist’s Journey to the Secrets of the Sphinx. Sarah is a Master Hypnotist, a Level 3 practitioner 
of Dolores Cannon’s QHHT, and a student of Dr. Brian Weiss. Now featured on Gaia TV, Sarah has also 
been speaking about her work worldwide.  

Saturday 10am - 11:30am
La Jolla

Saturday 10am - 11:30am
Los Angeles A

Paid Workshop

Paid Workshop

Saturday 9:30am - 11:30am
Plaza

Panel Discussion

George Noory
New Paradigm Forum

Saturday 12pm - 2pm
Plaza

Special Event

The key to evolution into the higher vibra-
tional realms is the integration of the Di-
vine Feminine and the Divine Mascu-
line. As the paradigm shifts, each aspect 
holds an important role and unification is 
vital. No one is wholly masculine or femi-
nine, we are all parts of each. This panel 
seeks to explore the best of both polari-
ties, redefine the ideal and seek integra-
tion within ourselves to create a whole 
new dynamic expansion for this next di-
mensional shift. This is going to be a juicy 
and potent deep dive into the interplay of 
divine masculine and feminine energy 
and how to harmonize these energetics 
within yourself and to see that unification 
reflected in our external world! Together, 
we will explore the realms of tantra, sa-
cred sexuality, polarity and coming into 
unity consciousness so that we can play 
this beautiful game of life FULL on. 

Join George and some of your favorite pioneers, leaders, 
and visionaries to discuss the New Paradigm. The post-
covid world offers new opportunities for breakthroughs 
and ground-breaking concepts that can create a new 
world-view and radical change! What is vital and 
evolving in the new world of science, healing, 
ecology, consciousness and beyond? Let’s be 
part of the solution and create a revolution-
ary New Paradigm together!

divine duality
Divine Feminine & Masculine

(Moderator) Zoë Dane is 
a Divine Feminine Em-
bodiment Guide, Public 
Speaker, Spiritual Mentor, 
Tantric Yogini & Sacred 
Sisterhood Curator. 

Lisa
Garr

Gail Thackray is a six gen-
eration Reiki Master and has 
travelled extensively working 
with spiritual healers around 
the world. Gail is an excep-
tional medium with tremen-
dous connection to spirit.

Adam
Apollo

Scarlett Tantrika is a teach-
er and a practitioner of the 
Classical Tantra Yoga. She 
is passionate about shar-
ing the hidden and esoteric 
teachings of Tantra and its 
occult origins.

Caroline
Cory

Britt Lynn is an Energetic 
Cartographer + Personal 
Transformation Coach, 
guiding seekers toward 
True North Embodiment by 
mapping Self-system en-
ergy. 

Linda Moulton
Howe

Billy
Carson

Hanna Lena Christensen 
is an Astrologer, Rebirth 
Coach and Sourceress, 
guiding souls to channel 
from Source, astral travel 
and birth their dreams into 
reality with less stress and 
more flow. 

William
Henry 

Karina Velasco teaches 
that sexual power belongs 
to you as a divine gift. 
Learn to explore it, enjoy it 
and embrace all the bene-
fits of this powerful energy.

Susanne J.
Wilson
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Research scientist and biogeo-
chemist Ken Swartz explains 
the role oxidative stress plays in 
chronic illness, fatigue, and ac-
celerated aging. What can you 
do about oxidative stress and 
how can you protect yourself 
from free radical damage? We’ll 
share the secret weapon that 
health practitioners use to natu-
rally reverse it.  

Ken Swartz is the Founder and 
Chief Science Officer of C60 
Purple Power. He is passionate 
about helping people take back 
control over their health and edu-
cating people about the science 
behind Carbon 60. 

I will discuss my journey, includ-
ing my childhood near death 
experiences when I first met my 
personal Angels and how they 
have guided me to the present 
drawing Angel Portraits for 25 
years.

Susan Walter is an Intuitive Art-
ist. After near death experiences 
as a child, Susan was given the 
ability to see into the Angelic 
Realms. She uses this ability to 
draw your Angel’s Portrait and 
relay insights. 

You will learn about the four pri-
mary planetary grids, and how 
they work as interfaces. These 
grids generate movement that 
propel the human conscious-
ness to a state of Universal con-
sciousness. My Arcturian galac-
tic team will conduct a clearing 
with all four grids: Planetary, 
Solar System, Galactic and 
Cosmic. Join us for this power-
ful realignment!
 
Viviane Chauvet is internation-
ally recognized for her work as 
an advanced Arcturian hybrid 
avatar. She specializes in multi-
dimensional frequency healing, 
soul matrix healing, and holo-
graphic body template upgrade. 
Viviane features in j3FILMS 
award-winning documentary 
“Extraordinary: The Revela-
tions.” 

Ken
Swartz

Oxidative
Stress

Paula Shaw
Stem Cell

Age Reversal

Susan
Walter

All About
Angels

Viviane 
Chauvet

Planetary Grids 
Realignment

As we age, our Stem Cells de-
cline in the ability to heal our 
bodies. Paula Shaw wants you 
to win the battle against declin-
ing physical and cognitive health, 
and REVERSE AGING. Uncover 
the non-invasive tools to activate 
your stem cells, resetting them 
to a younger age to boost your 
vitality, creating a level of health 
and energy not felt since your 
youth. 

Paula Shaw is a Life Transitions 
Coach, best-selling Author, Key-
note Speaker, and Media Host. 
For more than 25 years, she has 
been dedicated to helping peo-
ple navigate the stress of change 
and challenge using mind/body 
tools and techniques. Her books 
include “Chakras, The Magnifi-
cent Seven.”

Deep Penetrating Far-Infrared 
Light has a magical effect on wa-
ter cells, resonating them, and 
generating cellular energy. Hu-
mans and Water both generate 
and absorb ONLY Far-Infrared 
Light. Increasing Body-Core 
temperature, mobilizing the lym-
phatic system, increasing Micro-
circulation and Activating the 
Parasympathetic Nervous Sys-
tem are other benefits, produc-
ing profound relaxation and Joy.

Phillip Wilson started fast-
ing and using Super-foods in 
1971. Relax Far-infrared Sauna 
20-minute intense sweats al-
most every morning since 2002 
has profoundly affected his vital-
ity and connectedness to source 
and many life-secrets. Visit Phil 
in his booth #407 in the Interna-
tional Ballroom.

The collective consciousness 
is ascending into a new realm 
where only the vibrations of 
love or greater exist. Learn how 
to recognize your triggers keep-
ing you in lower vibrations and 
how to transmute them to come 
to neutrality. Nothing to heal 
outside, all work is inside. As 
above, so below. As the YOUni-
verse, so the soul.

Shaman Brian is an angelic 
healer specializing in healing 
the shadow and reprogram-
ming the subconscious to live 
in higher realms of conscious-
ness. His website is www.
YOUniverse.care where ses-
sions can be scheduled.

Hoda
Mohajerani

Conscious
Entrepreneurship

Clarice
Chan

Feng Shui for 
Everyone

Phil Wilson
Chi-Gong 
Energy &

Far-Infrared 
Saunas

Shaman 
Brian

5D:  Heaven
on Earth

Hoda Mohajerani, Conscious-
ness entrepreneur, founder & 
CEO of CHAKRA CHAI, shares 
the intimate, touching story of 
how her company began. Focus-
ing on how the power of Love, 
Consciousness, Intention and 
what Hoda calls “Proactive Sur-
render” can transform the per-
sonal and the planetary.

Hoda Mohajerani has synthe-
sized over three decades of ex-
perience in spiritual, cultural, en-
vironmental, and social activism, 
as well as fashion, music, and 
premium natural consumer prod-
ucts branding, into a systems-
based servant-leadership to 
nurture and realize regenerative 
futures for people and the planet.

Would you like to improve your 
life with Feng Shui in 2022? Do 
you know that Feng Shui energy 
changes every year and it can 
affect your living and work en-
vironment? Perhaps it’s time to 
learn some Feng Shui remedies 
to improve the energy of your life 
and environment.

Master Clarice Chan is a Sin-
gapore Base Feng Shui Mas-
ter. Her forte includes: Ba Zi 
Life Analysis, Tarot and Energy 
Healing. She is listed as one of 
2021’s Best 7 Psychics in Singa-
pore by Singaporebest.com

Saturday 10am - 10:45am

Saturday 11am - 11:45am

Carlos Plazola
Why Decriminalize Nature?

This lecture will explain the reasons why we should de-
criminalize entheogens without limits to enable just and 
equitable access to these healing plants and fungi for 
the most vulnerable members of our community so we 
may all heal trauma and expand consciousness.

Carlos Plazola is the Chair of the Board of the Decrimi-
nalize Nature, an organization he co-founded. Carlos 
grew up surrounded by struggle, but also by a loving 
Chicano / Mexican community that taught him how to 
stand upright in the face of adversity. At seven, the death 
of a family member introduced him to the paradox of 
zero and the infinite. Several mushroom and ayahuasca 
journeys enabled him to reconcile this contradiction, 
overcome childhood trauma, and discover his healing 
path.  He studied biology and anthropology at UCLA 
to understand life. He lived with the Achuar of Ecuador 
to connect with the sacred. Upon graduating from Yale 
with a Master’s in Environmental Science, he came to a 
fork in the road: pursue a prestigious resume or hit the 
streets and become an organizer. He chose the latter.

Saturday 10am - 11:30am
Newport B

Free Workshop
Saturday 10am - 11:30am

Marina

Free Workshop

Kaleema John
Dharma & Dance

Body Movement Workshop
Dharma and dance is a way to introduce the concept of 
Buddhism with a “Spin” and a chance to get your body 
moving as well. I have practiced yoga regularly for the 
last few years and dancing has always been my thing. 

Get your spirit right with Dharma and get your body flow-
ing with Yoga and Dance. This class is sure to be unique 
and exciting!
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Maureen AllAn
Using Your Psychic Abilities

Gail Thackray
Decoding Spirit Communication

Isabelle Morton
Learn About Healing Diamonds

Master Channeler Mauren will help you tap into and 
open up your innate psychic abilities. Learning how to 
open up and connect with Heaven will help you be able 
to receive visitations from your loved ones. Spirit Guides 
and Angels - so you successfully discern their messag-
es and benefits from their priceless advice. 

Oracle Maureen will teach you about your psychic abili-
ties work and their benefits. She will end the session 
channeling a Third Eye Guided Meditation from Kuan 
Yin, intended to help open your Clairvoyance. Mau-
reen’s hope is you embrace your psychic abilities, so 
you receive Heavens gifts.

Maureen Allan is a Master Channeler & Spiritual 
Teacher. She is an advanced oracle, who serves the As-
cended Masters. Her higher level gifts and connection 
to the Ascended Masters allow her to receive strong, 
clear messages from Heaven; helping you connect with 
loved ones in the Afterlife or receive guidance 

You may know about spirit guides and angels, but do 
you know how to access them when you need them and 
receive clear guidance? Gail will give you real tools to 
call in and communicate with the guides you need. You 
will understand how to decipher between what is your 
own imagination and what is real spirit guidance as well 
as messages from loved ones who have passed. Read 
the signs from your guides. Additionally, call upon guid-
ance specifically for love, career, finances, healing and 
more.  Gail will give you a third eye enhancement to 
enable you to experience this more dramatically. Eat 
your iron sources such as green leafy veggies before 
this event and be prepared to feel and experience this 
workshop. ATTENDEES RECEIVE A FREE CRYSTAL. 

Gail Thackray is a six generation Reiki Master and 
has travelled extensively working with spiritual heal-
ers around the world. Author of Usui & Tibetan Reiki 
Manuals and several other books on spiritual healing. 
GailThackray.com

Very few diamonds qualify as therapeutic, but those that 
do offer benefits no other crystal can offer. Come experi-
ence the energies of healing Diamonds, discover their 
unique effects, and learn to work with your blueprints of 
optimal health. During the workshop, I’ll teach you how 
to access your inner healing Diamond and practice self 
therapies for self-protection and pain relief. Participants 
receive workshop supplies including Diamond aura 
spray ($40 value). 

Isabelle Morton, founder of the Gemstone Therapy In-
stitute, has taken crystal healing to new levels. She has 
developed effective Diamond and gemstone remedies, 
sophisticated applications and procedures, introductory 
courses, and advanced certication programs. She sur-
vived heart transplant and is now an author, inventor, 
instructor, and mother of ve. 

Saturday 12pm - 1:30pm
Los Angeles A

Saturday 12pm - 1:30pm
La Jolla

Saturday 12pm - 1:30pm
Newport B

Paid Workshop

Free Workshop

Free Workshop

susana puelles LAC
Womb Alchemy

Do you live in accordance with your body’s natural flow? 
The path to balancing hormones, boosting your immune 
system, and attaining health and happiness can’t come 
from fad diets, tons of outdated testing, or DIY supple-
mentation if you don’t understand your body’s natural 
flow and cycles of seven. In this workshop, you’ll dis-
cover what factors sabotage your energy, weight, and 
womb health. Find out how your body communicates 
with you (if you’re listening).We will map out foods & 
herbs unique to your feminine cycles. We will integrate 
powerful ancient lifestyle practices into your daily rou-
tine to start healing your womb, heart, and mind so that 
you can finally stop pain, banish signs of aging, super-
charge fertility, and have abundant energy! 

Susana Puelles, is a physician of Asian and functional 
medicine, herbal connoisseur and acupuncturist. She 
helps women overcome hormonal & womb imbalanc-
es, free from medications and surgery, boosting their 
chances at a safe, natural pregnancy, without giving up 
carbs or chocolate.

Saturday 12pm - 1:30pm
Marina

Free Workshop

What’s Better For Weight Loss: 
A Vegan Diet or Keto? The two 
plans couldn’t be more different: 
So I’m going to talk about the key 
differences between those two, 
and why you should only stick 
with one versus  the other.

Nick Delgado, PhD, ABAAHP-
American Board of Anti-Aging 
Health Practitioners, directed 
the Pritikin Lifestyle Medicine 
plan, the co-author of Acne Be 
Gone For Good, with Sonia 
Badreshia MD and served as 
Mastery health expert for Tony 
Robbins educating and serving 
thousands of successful attend-
ees to rejuvenate their health 
with 4 steps.  Visit Nick Delgado 
in booth #90 in the International 
Ballroom.

Come with me on a magical jour-
ney to meet your Spirit, Totem, & 
Power Animals. Learn this revo-
lutionary new way of working 
with the the ancient wisdom of 
the Animal Allies. Get in deeper 
alignment with their potent medi-
cine to facilitate healing, divina-
tion, & the re-wilding your own 
sacred self. Be prepared to ex-
perience the animal kingdom 
and yourself in ways you may 
never have dreamed possible. 
Discover how you can trust that 
your Animal Spirit Guides are al-
ways there to support, & inspire 
you! 

Bernadette King is an award 
winning author, creator of the 
groundbreaking, history making 
Ark Animal Tarot & Oracle Deck, 
publisher, and evidential psychic 
medium.

Dr Q
Moayad
Ancient

Manuscript 
About You

Lisa
Barnett
Akashic

Record Wisdom 
& Healing

Nick Delgado
Fit or Fat, 

Vegan or Keto?

Bernadette 
King

Animal
Medicine Walk

3,000 years ago, enlightened 
sages, through the help of Lord 
Shiva, gained the power of 
clairvoyance. These Maharishis 
used their divine powers to pre-
dict the lives of millions of peo-
ple. Their insights were put down 
on dried Palm Leaves. Your Leaf 
was written specifically for you 
and your life: Karma, Obstacles, 
Children, Destiny, Partnership, 
Career and Health.
 
Dr Q Moayad founded the In-
dian Palm Leaf Reading Institute 
to bring this powerful, ancient 
wisdom to the west. Dr Q has 
been a guide for over 25 years. 
His reading had a major transfor-
mational impact on his life where 
he was predicted that he will 
bring this to the west.

Do you wonder about your Soul 
Purpose or what blocks your 
Abundance? Access Soul wis-
dom to solve your problems in 
your Akashic Record. You’ll un-
derstand the true nature of your 
Soul’s plan, personal challenges, 
emotional pain & energy blocks. 
Receive energy clearing to as-
sist you on your Soul’s Journey.
 
Lisa Barnett is the Author 
of 2 Akashic Books, founder 
of Akashic Knowing School, 
Akashic Teacher & Consultant. 
She brings 25 years of energetic 
healing and soul guidance to her 
international clients & students 
worldwide.

We are living in an age where 
technology is becoming more ad-
vanced and with that comes high 
exposure of EMF. Come learn 
the benefits of the Schumann 
resonance and how it can save 
your life.

Quantum theory turned 20th 
century science inside out, yet 
its impact on astrology is little 
known. Explore basic funda-
mentals of how this new way 
of conceptualizing and work-
ing with astrology is putting its 
practice back in the forefront of 
cosmology. Discover how basic 
concepts of Quantum Physics 
have direct implications on spiri-
tuality, astrology and our under-
standing of fate and free will.

Rick Levine, widely respected 
in the global astrology com-
munity, has a special gift for 
bridging astrology-spirituality, 
science-religion, and the head-
heart. Cofounder of StarIQ.
com, founding Trustee of Kepler 
College, 8-year co-author of 
Barnes and Noble’s “Your As-
trology Guide.”

Ginger 
Ravencroft
Heal, Love, 

Joy, Success: 
Aromatherapy

Merit
Mayati
Psychic

Kindergarten

Halo Marques

Welcome to
the Future

Rick
Levine

Astrology
and New

Consciousness

Ginger teaches us with live 
demonstrations, the physical, 
emotional and spiritual aspects 
of healing with essential oils. 
Everyone will receive a heart 
healing from Ginger! Learn how 
to utilize high vibrational or-
ganic essential oils three differ-
ent ways. By ingesting, inhaling 
& topical usages, we can heal 
pain, insomnia, depression, anx-
iety, and succeed in weight loss 
and anti-aging.

Ginger Ravenscroft’s divinely 
led passion since 1995 is shar-
ing with the world and how in-
credibly powerful and loving 
mother nature is. Her oils have 
been touted as the purest, most 
divine, and rarest in the world.  
Visit Ginger in Booth #304 in the 
International Ballroom.

Psychic kindergarten is a vast 
exploration into your clairvoy-
ant abilities. Well-suited for the 
beginner or advanced Psychic, 
have fun with your inner child in 
a room full of people led by mas-
ter instructor Reverend Dame 
Merit Mayati.
 
Rev. Dame Merit Mayati is 
Founder of The Bringers of the 
Dawn Clairvoyant Institute and 
master instructor of the world’s 
most powerful techniques for 
erasing old patterns. She is a 
full-time counselor who trans-
forms the lives of even the most 
hopeless.

Saturday 12pm - 12:45pm

Saturday 1pm - 1:45pm
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Understanding how our LIGHT 
ENERGY infusion works thru 
frequency and vibration.(similar 
to the Royal Rife process) You 
will be amazed to learn how our 
HEALING modalities are con-
nected to Sacred Geometry, 
Frequency, Vibration and the 
Miracle of Moringa.
 
Joel Gold has been work-
ing with Natural Healers, from 
around the World for nearly 
Ten Years, explaining how the 
energized Moringa Transforms 
Miracles.

Free Color & Balance Testing 
with Color Expert, TLC. Have a 
fun hands on experience explor-
ing the direct effects of quantum 
energy through color in a bal-
ance test with TLC. Witness for 
yourself the ease & speed to 
which color quantum leaps us 
forward toward greater well be-
ing and balance. You will leave 
your personal session with TLC 
amazed.
 
Tammy Lynn Calderon is 
profoundly connected to color 
energy. An unsuspecting and 
unintended evolutionary ad-
vancement happened to her 14 
years ago that connected her to 
a Universal Flow of Energy, she 
calls Source - where the secrets 
of color were revealed. Her life’s 
passion is dedicated to secrets 
in color.

Laurie
Wheeler
Messages
From Inter-

Dimensionals

Master Parag 
Patani

Reiki - Beyond 
Physical
Healing

Christian
Von Lahr

Time Travel, 
SEERSHIP & 

Dragons

Melina 
Takvorian-

Mishra
Shield EMF 

with Ayurveda

Tatyana 
Mickushina

Ascended
Masters
Teaching

Bob
Greska

Carbon-60
& Health

Joel
Gold

Light Energy

TLC
Calderon
The Secret
Powers of

Color

The world is in an overwhelm-
ing state of change, and chaotic 
forces are upon us. Opening the 
door to transmute and ascend is 
critical. Come receive messages 
from InterDimensionals who will 
guide us in navigating the cur-
rent energies, open the door to 
your intuition, and help you in-
crease your frequency to move 
from 3D to 5D.
 
Laurie D. Wheeler, DiHom, 
CCH, DipGem, C.Ht, C.PLSR is 
a transformational holistic prac-
titioner, channel, medical intuit, 
and author, with over 25 years 
of experience. Her work is drawn 
from her personal and profes-
sional experiences as an Inter-
planetary Soul.

There’s always an aspirin for a 
headache. But there’s none for 
a problem in life. Master Parag 
speaks on the far reaching as-
pects of Reiki healing. He draws 
from his vast experience of over 
20 years to drive home the point.

Master Parag Pattani is an in-
tuitive healer and a passionate 
teacher. He has authored a book 
“Reiki Symbols - A Revelation” 
based on his intuitive research. 
Based at Singapore, he travels 
worldwide in pursuit of his pas-
sion.

Time Masters - Learn how to go 
forward and backward in Time. 
Dragons - the most Ancient and 
wise of Beings. SEERSHIP - The 
Ultimate in Clairvoyance - See 
in wide panoramic vision future 
Conflicts and Events. Never be-
fore taught by Dr. Toren. It’s like 
watching a cinemascope movie - 
with the end result of the conflict 
revealed.

Arrive early to the Lecture as 
it is always FULL! Call Chris to 
reserve a clairvoyant session at 
the Expo 310.427.1700
 
Dr. Christian Toren von Lahr 
has been sold-out the last 17 
years at Conscious Life Expo. 
Draw your soul-mate, your life 
purpose and receive a spot-on 
health scan.

EMFs are vibrational toxins dis-
turbing the body’s natural rhythm 
and connection to cosmic prana 
(life energy). Dr. Melina Takvori-
an-Mishra shows how vibrational 
pollution enters the body and dis-
turbs health. She offers proven 
methods to shield yourself from 
EMF and neutralize them, in-
cluding an aura-cleansing tech-
nique for instantly discharging 
EMF toxicity from the physiology.
 
Dr. Melina Takvorian-Mishra  
(PhD) Columbia University is a 
writer, speaker, & SV Ayurveda 
education expert. Together with 
Vaidya R K Mishra she estab-
lished the SVA training cours-
es and the Chandika Pranic 
Ayurvedic formulations company 
in Chatsworth, CA.

Hear The Ascended Masters’ 
Teaching about Health, Happi-
ness, Labor, & Money, received 
through the Messenger Tatyana 
Mickushina. You will find out 
more about how to gain health, 
how to treat money correctly, 
how to work with pleasure, how 
to become happy. There is Great 
Wisdom in life in simple recom-
mendations. Presented by an 
international group of volunteers 
representing Tatyana.
 
Tatyana Mickushina was grant-
ed a Messenger’s Mantle of 
the Great White Brotherhood in 
2004 by Lord Surya. More than 
50 Ascended Masters and Cos-
mic Beings have come through 
Tatyana during the last 17 years 
to give Their Entire Teaching to 
Mankind. Tatyana’s assistants 
will be at this lecture.

Health and Wellness are derived 
from this breakthrough Car-
bon 60 based supplement and 
topical ointment. Greska’s Car-
bon-60 is for whole body Health. 
It detoxifies toxin and neutralizes 
oxidative stress... the common 
cause for most all health issues. 
What is it and how does it work 
and results / testimonies.
 
Bob Greska, an aerospace 
engineer has built space craft 
parts, space shuttle re-entry heat 
shield tiles, satellite components, 
altitude chambers, and more sig-
nificantly discovered methodol-
ogy to produce high quality clean 
food grade Carbon 60 for Health, 
Energy and Vitality. His product 
has truly changed lives and his-
tory for the better.

Saturday 2pm - 2:45pm

Saturday 3pm - 3:45pm
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bernadette King
Spirit Animal Medicine Walk

Arrooo! Take a walk on the WILD SIDE! Come with me 
on a magical journey to meet your Spirit, Totem, and 
Power Animals. Learn this revolutionary new way of 
working with the ancient wisdom of the Animal Allies. 
Get in deeper alignment with their potent medicine to fa-
cilitate healing, divination, and the re-wilding of your own 
sacred self. Be prepared to experience the animal king-
dom and yourself in ways you may never have dreamed 
possible. Discover how you can trust that your Animal 
Spirit Guides are always there to support, strengthen, 
and inspire you! 

Bernadette King is an international award winning au-
thor, creator of the groundbreaking, history making Ark 
Animal Tarot & Oracle Deck, publisher, and evidential 
psychic medium. All the fancy stuff aside, Bernadette 
is a country girl whose sacred mission is ending animal 
cruelty. 

Saturday 2pm - 3:30pm
Los Angeles A

Free Workshop

BRITT LYNn
The Nature Of Transformation

This workshop combines strategy with play as we dis-
sect the 7 Pillar Process of Transformation and turn 
inward to inquire where your life requires deep Truth 
+ transformation in order to reveal your next phase of 
embodied evolution. How close ARE we to powerful, 
life-changing transformation, at any given time? The an-
swer? It is YOUR decision to make. I am here to initiate 
a revolution of thirsting seekers into deep Truth, trans-
formation and leadership in their life. If knowledge is 
power, awareness is key, and I Am A Wide-Eyed Queen 
of Questions. At ANY given time, you have the ability to 
alter your life forever. So? My Love, let’s play

Britt Lynn believes leading life in immaculate aware-
ness is key, and understands that the ‘awakening pro-
cess’ can set re to One’s world. In that death? We Are 
Reborn. As a Sacred Sister Podcast co-host, Energetic 
Cartographer + Personal Transformation Coach her 
method to alignment is rooted in Self System mapping, 
exalted embodiment + resonant ritual. 

Saturday 2pm - 3:30pm
Newport B

Free Workshop

William Henry
Reset The Reset: In Revelation The Light Wins

Everything that is presently transpiring, ‘the Great Reset’, the Book of Revelation says 
is the preamble to what is to come. This is portrayed as a negative ET presence be-
ing further uncloaked and the AI cyborg Beast from Hell, unleashed by the Children of 

Darkness, going Godzilla on us. The time is now for the Children of Light to ‘Reset the Reset’ and keep 
the Beast in a box. Evolutionary Leader, William Henry, shows us how. Break through the chaos into Light. 
Help heal our world.

William Henry, author and TV presenter, for 20 years has been sounding the alarm about AI, transhu-
manism and Big Tech tyranny. He pioneered the “remain organic, natural, pure” human movement at this 
expo in 2013. His appearances have been prophetic. Now, he provides new, ahead of the curve, insight 
into what is to come and what you can do to maximize your humanity. His website is williamhenry.net. 
Watch him on History’s ‘Ancient Aliens’ and ‘Ascension Keepers’ on Gaia. 

Saturday 2pm - 3:30pm
La Jolla

Paid Workshop

conjure queen
Channeled Messages & Cosmic Consciousness

 In this workshop I will be channeling my spirit guides to discuss major events to come, practi-
cal methods of spiritual protection, how to tap into cosmic consciousness, tools to awaken 
dormant  DNA codes, sacred ancient knowledge, and more!  There are major changes com-

ing to Planet Earth, it’s best to equip ourselves with practical information now.  We are on a massive wave towards 
higher consciousness. Those who have properly prepared will ride the wave smoothly, but those who resist will get 
washed away with the big changes coming our way! The planet is waking up, energies are shifting, dimensions are 
crossing into each other, and timelines are being altered. It is important to understand how to implement spiritual 
protection, alchemy, ancestor veneration, and cosmic knowledge. Using the ancient science of our ancestors, we 
can tap into the timeless wisdom of the planet and learn how to be in harmony with her. 

We have strayed so far from Spirit, it’s time to reconnect and find balance again.  Those who are not doing the 
spiritual work or assisting Mother Earth and her healing will get purged with the rest that are intentionally keep-
ing humanity enslaved. Now is the time to make a choice and take a stand.  Allow me to teach you how to utilize 
natural tools to free your mind, elevate your spirit, manifest your own reality, and make the most of this spiritual 
journey called life. 

Conjure Queen, Shatavia Green, is an international Public Speaker, Spiritual Advisor, and Mentor. With her con-
troversial discussions, compassion for her community, and carefree down to earth Brooklyn attitude, people natu-
rally gravitated towards her message and her YouTube channel exploded! Today, she integrates her own spiritual 
journey and life experiences to help inspire, motivate, and educate millions of people around the world!

Saturday 2pm - 3:30pm
Marina

Paid Workshop
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Maureen St Germain
Mastering your 5D life

Rick Ireton
Chakra Play Workshop

Darren Le Baron
Psychedelics, Ego Death &

 the Afterlife

How you can improve your ascension experience. How 
do you integrate it into everyday life? How to improve 
your chances in all aspects of life - including the As-
cension, what may be holding you back and how to get 
where you want to be. Learn about the different types of 
souls who are here, learn their identities which one you 
are! Gain mastery, develop a greater understanding of 
the three earths, and why they are so important.
 
Maureen J. St. Germain is an International Ascension 
teacher, best-selling, award-winning author. She was 
granted access to a dimension that has been closed to 
humanity for eons and is a direct channel to Source. 
Known for her full-proof techniques to access your High-
er Self, she has taught in 24 countries and her books 
have been translated into 12 languages.

Come play and learn about your chakras. During this 
fun, interactive event, you will be invited to go within, to 
feel, to dance, to play a game, and to enjoy a Chakra 
Frequency bath. We offer Chakra Play Workshop Facili-
tator training for anyone interested in hosting events in 
your area.

Rick Ireton is a visionary and author of ChakraKey – A 
Key for Humanity. His passion is to bring humanity to a 
greater understanding of who we are as a family of hu-
man spiritual beings.

Darren will explore ancient mythologies that connect 
the human entheogenic experience, the mythical Un-
derworld and the ancient art of navigating the afterlife, 
and how this all corresponds with the psychedelic ex-
perience coined “Ego Death”.  Darren will share how 
psychedelics were used in experiencing and navigating 
the afterlife and dance with death, allowing you to live a 
more purposeful and liberated life.

Darren Le Baron is an educator, researcher and event 
organizer based in the UK. He is known for spreading 
spores at numerous psychedelic gatherings around the 
world sharing his extensive research on psychedelics 
and how they can help support humanity in the here and 
now.

Saturday 4pm - 5:30pm
Marina

Saturday 4pm - 5:30pm
Los Angeles A

Saturday 4pm - 5:30pm
Newport B

Paid Workshop

Free Workshop Free Workshop

susanne wilson
Ascending with Ultra
Terrestrial Wisdom

Heaven isn’t limited to the dead. Would you like to as-
cend the boundaries of this mundane world, and live a 
more ascended and empowered life, here and now? 
Ultra terrestrials are non-human intelligent beings you 
may know as ETs. Many ultras have been part of hu-
mankind’s existence for millennia. Some may interact 
with humans as avatars or spirit guides, while others 
are more covert in helping humans. Perhaps it is time 
for you to discover whether ultra terrestrials are with 
you now, and how you can leverage this supernatural 
resource to ascend your 3D limitations. Be empowered 
with tools you can put into practice today.

Susanne J. Wilson, MA is a Carefree, Arizona-based 
intuition educator, author, medium, and go-to paranor-
mal presenter. Known as the Carefree Medium, Su-
sanne appears in Amazon Films, Coast to Coast AM, 
Gaia TV, Superpower Series, and Fox News Nat’l. She 
holds a Master’s degree in public affairs policy, a bach-
elor’s in management, and certications from Stanford 
University.

The action of a higher dimension-
al force on a lower dimension? 
Through the portals of Ascension, 
Healing, and Prayer the higher 
forces enter into the ordinary real-
ity.  Discover these doorways for 
yourself.  Also discover the ethical 
challenges of magic.

Share your experience with us!

Saturday 4pm - 5:30pm
La Jolla

Paid Workshop

Saturday 2:30pm - 4:30pm
Plaza

Panel Discussion

magicK & 
mystery

Saturday 5pm - 7pm
Plaza

Panel Discussion

(Moderator) Susan Slaughter 
is a paranormal investigator 
whose works can be seen 
on series like Syfy’s Ghost 
Hunters International, The 
Dark Zone TV, and Travel 
Channel’s Paranormal 
Caught on Camera.

Conjure Queen is an inter-
national Speaker, Spiritual 
Advisor, & Mentor. With her 
controversial discussions, 
compassion, & carefree 
down to earth Brooklyn atti-
tude, people naturally grav-
itate towards her message.

Travis McHenry is one of 
the foremost occultists of 
the modern era. He is the 
author of the Occult Tarot, 
the Angel Tarot, and the 
Vlad Dracula Tarot.

Tracee Dunblazier GC-C, 
is a spiritual empath, sha-
man, and 20-time national 
award-winning author, and 
President of the Coalition of 
Visionary Resources -trade 
organization for the Mind, 
Body, Spirit Industry.

Hanna Lena Christensen 
is an Astrologer, Rebirth 
Coach and Sourceress, guid-
ing souls to channel from 
Source, astral travel and birth 
their dreams into reality with 
less stress and more flow.

Cher Jolyne is the founder 
of Daughters of RA, Sha-
manic Fitness & GLOW UP!!! 
a Youth Program. She is a 
metaphysical midwife hold-
ing space for others to birth 
themselves into their highest 
timeline.

AN OPPORTUNITY
TO BRIDGE THE GREAT DIVIDE

Most people are unaware of how events wit-
nessed here on earth over the course of 2021 
were perfectly reflected in the heavens. 
 
Major planetary shifts this year offer promise of 
more consciousness and kindness that will con-
tinue to reverberate in our lives throughout 2022 
and beyond. . .
 
You won’t want to miss a moment of this illuminat-
ing and clarifying conversation with well-known 
astrologers, whose many years of writing, pro-
fessional counseling and background in ancient, 
modern and archetypal themes, though diverse, 
offer keys to be aware of at this juncture … no 
matter what level of awareness one has on how 
astrology affects us individually, nationally and 
planetarily, past, present and future. 

Astrology 2022
(Moderator) Shima Moore, 
CLE cofounder, lifelong 
educator & pioneer in 
wholistic health & meta-
physics, shares “Your As-
trology Curator” on FB.

Rick Levine world-re-
nowned, award-winning 
astrologer, bridges astrol-
ogy, science, spirituality, 
religion–head and heart–
online each month to thou-
sands of followers.

David Palmer is “The Leo 
King,” cutting-edge celeb-
rity astrologer, and DJ, 
owns and operates mul-
tiple OTT media corpora-
tions that produce, and 
distribute content

Cayelin Castell co-found-
er of Shamanic Astrology 
Mystery School, Venus 
Alchemy, & My Star Alche-
my, and Celestial Timings, 
her monthly newsletter, for 
more than 25 years

Wendy Rose merges 
psychology and astrology 
to help clients clarify and 
achieve their goals. She 
combines Feng Shui and 
Flower Essences in her 
consultations. 

Clarice Chan Chinese 
Astrologer and Feng Shui 
Master’s forte includes: 
Ba Zi Life Analysis, Tarot 
and Energy Healing. She 
is listed as one of 2021’s 
Best 7 Psychics in Singa-
pore.
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There are instructions for your 
ascension, and how to get in 
constant contact with your Quan-
tum Holiness. Come discover the 
hidden connection between the 
ancient Aramaic Teachings of Ye-
shua, Transpersonal Psychology, 
Quantum Physics, and Sound 
Healing in this fascinating pre-
sentation. You’re going to want to 
bring your notebook. You’ll leave 
with the tools you need for your 
own ascension process. 

Joya Sosnowski is a Sound 
& Voice healer, and Quantum 
Spiritualty Coach. Her many cer-
tifications include Metaphysics & 
Mindfulness. She has studied the 
Aramaic Teachings of Yeshua for 
years and created a formula for 
awakening & ascension based on 
these teachings, modern quan-
tum physics, & psychology. 

Igor
Galibov

Activation of 
Thyself

Buddha
Maitreya

Awaken the 
Soul Meditation

Terry
Brussel-
Rogers
Soulmate 
Search

Joya
Sosnowski
Connect to

Your Quantum
Holiness

I had a sharp awakening in 
2004 with a healer who opened 
my heart in spiritual surgery to 
change my life. My senses were 
heightened and my abilities to 
see and feel into different di-
mensions shifted my reality in a 
intense way. This-led me to iso-
lation and connection to higher-
self.
 
Igor Galibov believes that spiri-
tual growth begins with the ex-
pansion of Light within the Physi-
cal body & he will guide you into 
the alignment by offering tools 
for the process, healing and 
magnetizing your greatest real-
ity. As the frequencies of Light 
begins integrating & expanding 
into your physical body by merg-
ing of Soul & Spirit. Our thoughts 
& desires of life change with 
awareness.

Experience Buddha Maitreya the 
Christ Meditation Soul Therapy 
Music and Shambhala Heal-
ing Tools. Awaken the Soul 
and make positive life changes 
through receiving the transmis-
sion of Buddha Maitreya’s Mo-
nadic healing blessings. Buddha 
Maitreya applies sacred geo-
mancy and vibrational energetic 
medicine for personal & plan-
etary healing to help heal the 
mind, body and soul, increase 
vitality and protect from negative 
energies.

Buddha Maitreya is the reincar-
nation of Jesus, Buddha, Krish-
na, Babaji, every incarnation of 
the Avatar throughout history.  
He has been enthroned in ev-
ery lineage of Tibetan Buddhism 
throughout Tibet, China, Nepal, 
India as Buddha Maitreya. 

Learn from 4th generation 
Matchmaker & Hypnotherapist 
Terry Brussel-Rogers how to 
meet YOUR right one through 
methods ranging from traditional 
matchmaking & online dating, 
to consultation with spirit guides 
& your own Higher Self. Learn 
how you can meet your match at 
this weekend’s gathering of like-
minded beings. Presentation cli-
maxes in a guided meditation to 
Attract Your Special Someone - a 
Hypnotic Love Magnet!
 
Terry Brussel-Rogers is a 4th 
generation matchmaker who ran 
Marriage Minded Introductions 
for 40 years. She is a Certified 
Hypnotherapist, & director of 
Success Center. She created 
the Seven Keys to Self Actual-
ization, a systematic program for 
reaching your Highest Potential.

Saturday 4pm - 4:45pm

Linda Moulton Howe
Strange UFO Abductions

America’s Minuteman nuclear missile program has been haunted by UFOs from the 
late 1950s to the current day. During the 1960s and 1970s, UFOs frequently intruded 
into Minuteman nuclear missile sites in dramatic ways. In 1977, one Senior Airman 

Security Specialist and Policeman, USAF Staff Sgt. (Ret.) Mario Woods at Ellsworth AFB in South Dakota, 
along with his Launch Control Facility leader, were ordered to investigate an alarm at a Minuteman missile 
site northwest of Rapid City, South Dakota. The two policemen encountered a huge, round craft landed 
on the ground. Next came full body paralysis in their Air Force truck followed by transport into the UFO.

Linda Moulton Howe is an Emmy Award-winning TV Producer, Author, News, and YouTube Channel 
Reporter. She has devoted career to productions on science, medicine, the environment and Earth mys-
teries. She is Reporter and Editor of the award-winning Real X-Files news website Earthfiles.com. Linda’s 
weekly YouTube Channel broadcast has 200,000 subscribers.

Saturday 6pm - 7:30pm
La Jolla

Paid Workshop

Gail Thackray
Soul Fix & Repair – Magnetic Healing 

Do you have certain triggers or negative patterns that keep coming up that are seem-
ingly out of your control? When we first incarnate into this life, we bring in soul bruises, 
fractures and scars from previous lives. Then as we experience life, we add to these 

indentations, enhancing them, making them deeper and more pronounced and creating new ones. To heal 
these cracks and bruises we need to first identify them. Only then can we understand them, reverse them, 
and start the healing process. You will be able to locate these for yourself. Gail will teach you how to heal 
these on yourself and others using MAGNETIC HEALING techniques from the Philippines. You will be able 
to use this incredible healing technique on yourself, your loved ones and in your healing practice to receive 
quick and effective results. 

Gail Thackray is a six generation Reiki Master and has travelled extensively working with spiritual heal-
ers around the world. Gail was given the “gift” from Magnetic healer Ambrosio in the Philippines. Gail is 
an exceptional medium with tremendous connection to spirit. At Gail’s demonstrations people report they 
were cured of illnesses and had immediate positive changes in their relationships. Author of Usui & Tibetan 
Reiki Manuals and several other books on spiritual healing.

Saturday 6pm - 7:30pm
Los Angeles A

Paid Workshop
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Jacqueline Brooke
Oklahoma’s Renowned Medium

Changing of The Gods
Free Film Premiere

Jacqueline will use her gifts of mediumship, medical in-
tuition, trauma insight, algorithmic connections, hearing 
people’s prayers, channeling ancient wisdom & tantra 
work to create a unified experience that you won’t want 
to miss! 

There will always be something to take away from her 
events. Her unique channeling will have you crying 
transformational tears one second and laughing out 
loud the next. 
 
Jacqueline Brooke is a gifted medium renowned in 
Oklahoma.  She channels with deep love and faith so 
that her clients transform their lives. Spirit never lets her 
or her clients down.  

Los Angeles Conscious Life Expo is honored to pre-
miere the first episode of a powerful new 10-episode film 
series, Changing of the Gods: When the Stars Align for 
Revolutionary Times (CoG). Based on the compelling 
book Cosmos and Psyche: Intimations of a New World 
View by acclaimed scholar Richard Tarnas, the film se-
ries focuses on the “world transit” of Uranus and Pluto 
(2007-2020), an archetypal astrological picture for “revo-
lutionary transformation.”  

Using a lens of archetypal astrology COG paints a 
sweeping visual journey across historical cycles of 
world-changing transformations in mass consciousness 
and is an inspiring call to action to on a mass scale.  

Join us for a complimentary viewing, followed by an 
exciting panel discussion with master astrologer Rick 
Levine; the Leo King, David Palmer; Shamanic Astrolo-
gers Cayelin Castell and Erik Roth; Intuitive Astrologer, 
Wendy Rose; and Your Astrology Curator, Shima Moore, 
Conscious Life Expo audience comments & participa-
tion, Q&A and maybe even a surprise guest! 

Saturday 6pm - 7:30pm
Newport B

Saturday 6pm - 7:30pm
Marina

Free WorkshopFree Film Premiere
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After these past two years of 
greatest challenge, we need 
greatest healing. Susan Shum-
sky will lead simple movements 
and then guide an awe-inspiring 
meditation received directly from 
the immortal ascended master 
Babaji. We will transform our 
bodies into light bodies and will 
receive divine love, contentment, 
ecstatic awareness, comfort, 
and healing greater than ever 
imagined.
 
Dr. Susan Shumsky, best-
selling, award-winning author of 
20 books, foremost spirituality 
expert, pioneer in the conscious-
ness field, and highly-acclaimed, 
greatly respected speaker, has 
taught spiritual disciplines for 50 
years.

There is that one moment in time 
when everything aligns and be-
comes clear. You have had your 
eyes set on this prize for some 
time now. You may ask yourself 
“What is missing? Why am I not at 
my end goal yet? “ The answer is 
in your own awareness of your life 
journey. The puzzle pieces are laid 
out in front of you. Now is the time 
to get assistance in putting them 
together and take action! Book a 
session with me today, and take 
giant leaps forward towards your 
life purpose. 

Crista Marie Miller is an Intuitive 
Voice Channeler, Certified Aura 
Color Coach, Master Hypnotist,  
and Reiki Master. Crista began 
channeling Spirit at the age of 7. 
Her focus is empowering you with 
sacred wisdom from Divine Femi-
nine Christ-Consciousness and 
the teachings of Mary Magdalene. 

BIOTEKT-A New way to build. 
Sheltered and protected by the 
earth and nature. Houses that 
will pay for themselves over 
time. Reducing heating and 
cooling bills, and maintenance. 
Living with NATURE...but sepa-
rated from its unwanted effects. 
Like humidity, extremes of tem-
perature and weather, by a per-
fect water proof barrier.

The latest in leading edge tech-
nology for underground green 
homes, is a modular construc-
tion system, manufactured with 
composites, designed to be cov-
ered with earth.

These homes are 100% water 
proof. Easy and fast to assem-
ble, with an interior that features 
a clean, and futuristic appear-
ance. 

Rehmannia discusses the leg-
endary Tonic herbs, taken for 
over 5000 years by the Great 
Masters of Northern China, who 
were said to have attained im-
mortality. He describes how Ton-
ic herbs can help us balance and 
fortify mind, body and spirit and 
attain longevity and adaptability 
in a tumultuous world.
 
Rehmannia Dean Thomas is 
a Tonic Herbalist in the Taoist 
tradition of the Gate of Life, an 
herbal lineage from ancient Chi-
na. He has practiced for 23 years 
and has written 4 books on Tonic 
herbalism and 3 novels. His 
website is Rdeanthomas.com

How do you turn your vision into 
a reality? In this lecture you will 
discover your path to not only 
creating the life you want, but 
also executing your vision step 
by step. We’ll discuss hindranc-
es to vision as well as manifesta-
tion techniques that work to bring 
your vision to pass.
 
Tashia Stafford is a success-
ful entrepreneur whose brand is 
about assisting others achieve 
their goals. As owner of Enlight 
Entertainment Services and Icon 
Recording Studios, she’s been 
part of over 100 Million records 
sold worldwide.

Visit Tashia in her Booth #451 in 
the International Ballroom.

The Divine Feminine is the ener-
gy of love, compassion, beauty, 
flow, sensuality and devotion. An 
energy that has been repressed 
for centuries due to it’s inef-
fable, alluring & mystical nature 
naturally threatening patriarchal 
order. This is an energy inher-
ent within each and every one of 
us, it is not gender specific. As 
we awaken this energy within, so 
too, is it healing our planet and 
the entire collective. This awak-
ening is the journey from head to 
heart. It is the full remembrance 
and reclamation of our divinity in 
human form, and it is the gate-
way to experiencing Heaven on 
Earth. 

Zoë Dane, Divine Feminine Em-
bodiment Guide, Public Speaker, 
Spiritual Mentor, Tantric Yogini & 
Sacred Sisterhood Curator. 

What are the long-term effects 
of exposure to a bio-weapon? 
How can we develop a protocol 
against something we still don’t 
know everything about? We’ll 
talk about how COVID attacks 
the foundation of our health, 
our DNA, and what we can do 
to protect ourselves from it and 
heal holistically.
 
Kelly Brown has three certi-
fications in natural health. He 
teaches “Cannabis Oil Therapy 
for Cancer and 40 Other Con-
ditions” and has taught numer-
ous classes on Covid and Co-
vid Vaccines over the last 18 
months.

What is your intuition telling 
you? Learn to distinguish be-
tween fear-based thoughts 
and your voice within as you 
strengthen your intuitive skills.

Joan of Angels is an intuitive 
and soul mastery coach who 
works with individuals ready 
to awaken to their best self via 
coaching and mentoring. www.
joanofangels.com

Susan
Shumsky
Light Body
Activation

Crista Marie 
Miller

Voice Channeler 
of Mary

Magdalene

Bob
Wheeler
BIOTEKT- 

The Future of 
Housing

Rehmannia 
Dean

Thomas
Tonic Herbs of 
the Immortals

Tashia
Stafford

Anatomy of
a Vision

Zoë Dane

Divine Feminine 
Awakening

Kelly
Brown

The
COVID-DNA 
Connection

Joan of
Angels
Intuition

Saturday 5pm - 5:45pm

Saturday 6pm - 6:45pm
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La Jolla Marina Los Angeles A Newport B

10AM

Paid Workshop
Sonya Sophia

Tapping into
Divine Purpose 

Paid Workshop
Tom T. Moore

The Gentle Way
& Pets

Free Workshop
Ken Swartz

Can You Avoid
Getting Sick?

Free Workshop
Dr Nick Delgado

“Blood Doesn’t Lie” 
Test Yours!

10:30

11AM

11:30

12 PM

Paid Workshop
Paola Harris &
Jacques Vallee
The Best Kept

Secret 

Paid Workshop
Susan Shumsky

Outrageous
Prosperity, Passion

& Purpose 

Free Workshop
Cayelin Castell

Mercury’s Mystical 
Magic

Free Workshop
Sarah Hudson

Manifesting
in the Matrix

12:30

1 PM

1:30

2 PM

Paid Workshop
Whitley Strieber

The Motives & Aims
of Our Visitors

Paid Workshop
Rick Levine

Consciousness
Con Carne

Free Workshop
Laurie

Wheeler
Raise YOUR
Frequency 

Paid Workshop
Neil Gaur

 Galactic Origins,
Dimensions &

Blackholes

2:30

3 PM

3:30

4 PM

Paid Workshop
Billy Carson

Evidence of Past 
Ancient Civilizations 
in our Solar System 

Paid Workshop
Dannion Brinkley

What Dying 
Teaches about Living 

Free Workshop
JJ/ Desiree/ Alan 

Hurtaks & Steinfeld
Making Contact
with the Greater

Intelligence

Free Workshop
Hanna Lena
Christensen

Get initiated into
Moon Magick

4:30

5 PM

5:30

6 PM

Paid Workshop
Bashar

Channeled by
Daryl Anka

Special Event
Sound Bath
Activation

With Ana Netanel

Free Workshop
Ocean Sky

 Love Connection

Free Workshop
Karina Velasco

The Future of Sex

6:30

7 PM

7:30

8 PM
Closing Ceremony

Sound Bath & Closing Ritual
9 PM

  

Sunday ScheduleSunday Schedule

Century A Century B Century C Century D

10AM
Free Lecture

Tracee Dunblazier
Transformative

Grief

Free Lecture
Buddha Maitreya
Awaken the Soul 

Meditation

Free Lecture
Jennifer S. Gerhardt
Dreams Create Your 

Future!

 Free Lecture
Linda Berger
Your Business

Picked You

10:30

11AM
Free Lecture

Mary Armendarez
Power of the Divine 

Feminine

Free Lecture
Bernadette King
Animal Medicine

Walk

Free Lecture
Bob Greska
Carbon-60 & 

Health

 Free Lecture
Suzanne Ross

MultiDimensionality
& Missing Time

11:30

12 PM
Free Lecture

Ilene Cohn Reichman
Counteract the 5G 

Danger

Free Lecture
Jessica Brumley & 

Marianna Del La Rosa
Orgone Energy

Free Lecture
Merit Mayati
Clearing for
Ascension

 Free Lecture
Dr. Sarah Larsen

The Big Story in the 
Palm of your Hands 

12:30

1 PM
Free Lecture
JJ Hurtaks

The Experience of 
Making Contact

Free Lecture
Maureen Allan
Channeling with

Kuan Yin

Free Lecture
A. Benjamin Moore

The Power of
Kangen

 Free Lecture
Trio of Experts

Transforming your 
DNA

1:30

2 PM

Free Lecture
Brian Berman

5 Steps to Inner Peace

Free Lecture
Raven Shamballa

Learn the 100 Chakra 
System

Free Lecture
Scarlett Tantrika
Occult Secrets of 

Tantra

Free Lecture
Tashia Stafford
Wearable Vision
Board Workshop

2:30

3 PM
Free Lecture

Samantha Harvey
Energy Healing 

Through Science

Free Lecture
Melina Takvorian-

Mishra
Samadhi for Balance 

& Bliss

Free Lecture
Cher Jolyne Lowery
Activating The Divine 

Genome

Free Lecture
Kaleema John

Spin The
Dharmachakra Wheel

3:30

4 PM

Free Lecture
Douglas Taylor

Past Life Therapy

Free Lecture
Dr Q Moayad

Ancient Manuscript 
About You

Free Lecture
Zoë Dane

Divine Feminine Awak-
ening

 Free Lecture
Gail Thackray

Simple Tools for
Enhanced Energy

4:30

5 PM
Free Lecture

Tracee Dunblazier
Starting A Conscious 

Business

Free Lecture
Travis McHenry
Ancient Egyptian 

Astrology

Free Lecture
Destiny Rok & D’rok
Sacred Earth Medicine

 Free Lecture
Gail Thackray

Receive Enhanced 
Energy Alignment 

5:30

6 PM

  

Plaza

9:30am-11:30am

Panel Discussion
UFO

Disclosure
What’s Next?

12pm-2pm 

Panel Discussion
Near Death 
Experience
Death and

Beyond 

2:30pm-4:30pm 

Panel Discussion
Sacred

Psychadelic 
Plant Medicine
Decriminalize

Nature

5pm-7pm 

Panel Discussion
Cosmic

Consciousness
New Theories of 
Consciousness 

  

Color Key to Events 
See page 72 for a full price list.

A Day Pass is required to attend any event.
Green

Free Lectures
& Workshops

Blue
Paid

Workshops

Purple
Special
Events

Yellow
Panel

Discussions
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Enter Your
MindèBodyèSpirit Products 

2022 COVR2022 COVR
Visionary Awards!Visionary Awards!

Visit COVR.org for Awards categories, 
rules, and timetable for submission. 

Membership is not required to enter.

 
Entries Open Now
thru March 15th, 2022

Voting April 4 - 25, 2022

The Coalition of Visionary Resources (COVR) is the trade 
association for the MindöBodyöSpirit maketplace. 
We support the success of our members by providing 
education, member discounts, market research opportunities, 
an awards program, targeted networking and so much more!
COVR understands what you need to be successful. 
Join today and become part of those who are shaping and 
leading the MindöBodyöSpirit industry into tomorrow.

Follow our hashtags for updates. 
#covrorg #2022covrvisionaryawards #covrvisionaryawards

MindèBodyèSpirit
 Product Creators

Artists

Authors

Filmmakers

Jewelers

Musicians

Podcasters

Publishers

 CALLING ALL

ken swartz
Can You Avoid Getting Sick?

Sonya Sophia
Tapping Into Divine Purpose

NICK DELGADO
“Blood Doesn’t Lie” - Test Yours!

Tom T. Moore
The Gentle Way & Pets

Curious how to boost your energy naturally and not get 
sick this year? Research scientist Ken Swartz explains 
how to maximize mitochondrial efficiency, address oxi-
dative stress and optimize energy production at a cellu-
lar level. Ken will discuss the role oxidative stress plays 
in chronic illness, fatigue and accelerated aging. You will 
learn how to protect yourself from free radical damage, 
support your immune system, and promote a healthy 
inflammatory response. If you would like to avoid getting 
sick this year and would like to learn the secret many 
doctors have discovered, you do not want to miss this 
workshop

Ken Swartz, research scientist and biogeochemist, is 
the Founder at C60 Purple Power. He hosts “The C60 
Show” and is a regular science expert on various in-
ternet shows. He is passionate about helping people 
take back control over their health and educates people 
about the science behind Carbon 60.

Learn how to avoid being destroyed by life while find-
ing and activating your true Divine purpose. Refine your 
ability to swiftly cause and create next level reality for 
the greater good of all. Take home EFT tapping, a po-
tent tool for the times to anchor love, enhance courage, 
and magnetize money and opportunity every time you 
use it. This workshop will clear fears, regenerate your 
body and help you get on with your mission!

Sonya Sophia, a revolutionary leader in the field of 
Emotional Freedom Techniques, has helped thousands 
of cultural creatives at festivals like Burning Man and 
streamed the world’s largest ongoing Tapping livestream 
‘The World Tapping Circle’ since 2014.  Teaching online 
and in person Sonya Sophia helps humanity heal from 
the inside out. Sonya Sophia has been featured in 2 
films; “Femme - Women Healing the World” and “The 
Goddess Project”. 

Ready to improve every aspect of your life? Then let’s 
take a look at your blood! Through our techniques & de-
tailed blood analysis, you’ll learn the steps to look and 
feel years younger, improve your love life, & combat life-
threatening diseases like cancer, heart disease, hyper-
tension, stroke, diabetes, kidney disease, arthritis, osteo-
porosis, allergies, digestive disorders, and obesity. 

Dr. Nick Delgado, alongside with Epic PR, consults for 
DocNutrients, an herbal supplement company. He is also 
the author of several books, including “Acne Be Gone for 
Good”, “Simply Healthy: The Delgado Diet Cookbook”, & 
the much anticipated “Blood Doesn’t Lie”. Join us! And 
let us help you find your new path to total well-being. Dr. 
Delgado is an expert in Lifestyle Medicine & Immunol-
ogy with over 40 years experience. A graduate of U.S.C 
and Loma Linda University, he has dedicated his life not 
just to his patients, but to training other doctors in blood 
hematology & lipid metabolism. He is also the author of 
“Acne Be Gone For Good” & “Blood Doesn’t Lie”.

This workshop features The Gentle Way modality re-
view (or introduction), which works PERFECTLY with 
your soul contract, and how you can have a great life 
with your pets. It also includes requesting Most Benevo-
lent Outcomes (MBOs) and Benevolent Prayers (BPs), 
and how we receive telepathic thoughts. We’ll cover the 
Earth Experiment, average number of lives we have 
on Earth, Guardian Angels, Soul Clusters, and Guides, 
plus our 12 Parallel Lives—Time Lines. Finally, our pets, 
Group Souls, Conversations with Dog Soul, Cat Soul, 
pet transition Staging Areas, and how to request to have 
your pet return for another life with you.  

Tom T. Moore is an award-winning author, speaker, in-
ternational film distributor, and Sedona Journal of Emer-
gence columnist.  He is a telepath, and was voted “Best 
Self-Help Author” for three years in a row by the readers 
of a health magazine for his THE GENTLE WAY series 
of three books. He’s also the author of ATLANTIS & LE-
MURIA: The Lost Continents Revealed! 

Sunday 10am - 11:30am
Los Angeles A

Sunday 10am - 11:30am
La Jolla

Sunday 10am - 11:30am
Newport B

Sunday 10am - 11:30am
Marina

Free Workshop

Paid Workshop

Free Workshop

Paid Workshop
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Sunday 9:30am - 11:30am
Plaza

Panel Discussion

Sunday 12pm - 2pm
Plaza

Panel Discussion

This lecture will explore two main 
topics. Namely, how we leak en-
ergy throughout the daily course 
of human interaction. And sec-
ondly, we will learn proven tech-
niques to call back our individual 
energy to rejuvenate the divine 
feminine power that lives within 
each of us.
 
While Mary Armendarez grew 
up Catholic, her awakening be-
gan 5 years ago when she dis-
covered and embraced her spiri-
tuality. She now feels lighter, free 
of fear and anxiety. This discov-
ery inspired the creation of Basic 
Purity, allowing her to share her 
insights by providing self-healing 
tools that helped change her life.

Experience Buddha Maitreya the 
Christ Meditation Soul Therapy 
Music and Shambhala Heal-
ing Tools. Awaken the Soul 
and make positive life changes 
through receiving the transmis-
sion of Buddha Maitreya’s Mo-
nadic healing blessings. Buddha 
Maitreya applies sacred geo-
mancy and vibrational energetic 
medicine for personal & plan-
etary healing to help heal the 
mind, body and soul, increase 
vitality and protect from negative 
energies.

Buddha Maitreya is the reincar-
nation of Jesus, Buddha, Krish-
na, Babaji, every incarnation of 
the Avatar throughout history.  
He has been enthroned in ev-
ery lineage of Tibetan Buddhism 
throughout Tibet, China, Nepal, 
India as Buddha Maitreya. 

Take a walk on the WILD SIDE! 
Embark on a magical journey. 
Meet your Spirit, Totem, and 
Power Animals. Learn a revolu-
tionary way of working with the 
ancient wisdom of your Animal 
Allies. Get in deeper alignment 
with their potent medicine for 
healing, divination, and re-wild-
ing your own sacred self.
 
Bernadette King is an interna-
tional award winning author, tar-
ot/oracle deck creator, publisher, 
evidential psychic medium, and 
philanthropist. All the fancy stuff 
aside, she’s a country girl whose 
sacred mission is ending animal 
cruelty.

Health and Wellness are de-
rived from this breakthrough 
Carbon 60 based supplement 
and topical ointment. Greska’s 
Carbon-60 is for whole body 
Health. It detoxifies toxin and 
neutralizes oxidative stress... 
the common cause for most all 
health issues. What is it and 
how does it work and results / 
testimonies.
 
Bob Greska, an aerospace 
engineer has built space craft 
parts, space shuttle re-entry 
heat shield tiles, satellite com-
ponents, altitude chambers, and 
more significantly discovered 
methodology to produce high 
quality clean food grade Car-
bon 60 for Health, Energy and 
Vitality. His product has truly 
changed lives and history for 
the better.

Attn: Spiritual Entrepreneurs: 
Your Business has a soul and 
It picked you. Discover 3 Keys 
to Accessing it for Confidence 
and Clarity for more clients. Do 
you know, your business picked 
you? Find out why. The Soul of 
your business has the mission 
and the plan to fulfill it. Discover 
the more effective shortcut to 
success.
 
Linda Berger combines her su-
per-powers: strategic biz coach-
ing since 2007, blended with 
25+ years teaching the Akashic 
Records, to educate biz own-
ers on the power of ‘Soul Led’ 
Businesses, to ensure busi-
nesses fulfill their contracts with 
the segment of ‘Life’ that called 
them into form.

After a missing time experience 
in 1950, Suzanne’s father be-
came a genius in technology. Af-
ter Suzanne’s walk-in soul merge 
in 1995 and missing time expe-
rience in 2017, she became su-
per-psychic. Suzanne explores 
the possibility that many abduct-
ees and walk-ins are merged 
with more advanced aspects of 
themselves in higher dimensions 
resulting in evolutionary leaps in 
conscious awareness.
 
Suzanne Ross has dedicated 
her life to the awakening and as-
cension of humanity through her 
books, services, T.V. network and 
the many events she hosts. She 
is the author of the Up! Trilogy, 
Wake Up!, Rise Up! and Light-
en Up!, the executive producer 
of SciSpi.TV and a speaker at 
events nationwide.

Tracee
Dunblazier

Transformative 
Grief

Mary
Armendarez

Power of
the Divine
Feminine

Buddha
Maitreya

‘Awaken the 
Soul Meditation’

Bernadette 
King

Animal
Medicine

Walk

Jennifer S. 
Gerhardt

Dreams
Create Your 

Future!

Bob
Greska

Carbon-60
& Health

Linda
Berger

Your
Business

Picked You

Suzanne 
Ross
Multi-

Dimensionality 
& Missing Time

The experience of grief is un-
like anything you will do in life. It 
can be a quiet shift, or profound 
life-changing event. A transfor-
mation that creates space for 
magical inspiration and change. 
Discover your relationship to 
emotion and how to transform it. 
Learn what grief does and how 
to embrace it.
 
Tracee Dunblazier GC-C, .LA.-
based spiritual empath, shaman, 
and 20-time national award-
winning author, and President 
of the Coalition of Visionary Re-
sources—trade organization for 
the Mind, Body, Spirit Industry—
Tracee manages the COVR Vi-
sionary Awards, educational op-
portunities for MBS businesses.

Learn how to control what you 
experience during the day via 
your dreams at night! Dreams 
create your future two to four 
years in advance; size of ob-
jects, participating vs. watching 
dreams, telepathic messages 
from others--knowing these dy-
namics allow you to command 
your destiny instead of succumb-
ing to fate!
 
Jennifer S. Gerhardt is owner 
of Cleopatra’s Temple of Egypt, a 
psychic readings store located in 
Old Town Scottsdale, AZ. Linking 
to her Temple during a magickal 
Tarot Reading, the forces of con-
sciousness are activated right at 
her table!

In recent years, great advancement has been made in UFO Disclosure due to public pressure and the dedicated work 
of our researchers. A significant UAP legislation is included in the NDAA Bill. However, Contact, Encounters and Ab-
ductions continue and more questions need to be answered! What will be next in the UFO/UAP and Extra-terrestrial 
field in this most significant time in history? Our exceptional Panel will address what they are doing and what we can 
all do to progress in our understanding of our Visitors, to learn more about their advanced sciences and to move for-
ward to conscious contact!

UFO disclosure
WHAT’s Next?

(Moderator) Serena Wright 
Taylor has been experienc-
ing paranormal & UFO relat-
ed phenomena since child-
hood. She is also a Producer 
and Astrologer, and special-
izes in Vedic Studies & UFO 
Research.

Dr Jacques Vallee is one of 
the most credible research-
ers in the UFO field. He was 
a senior researcher at DAR-
PA. He  has co-authored the 
book ‘Trinity, the Best Kept 
Secret’ with Paola Harris.  

Linda Moulton Howe is a 
reporter and editor of the 
Environment and Real X-
Files news, as well as a 
contributing reporter for ‘An-
cient Aliens’ on The History 
Channel.

Whitley Strieber is an icon-
ic cultural figure who has 
brought us an enlightened 
understanding of ongoing 
mysteries.  He is the author 
of the ‘Communion’ series of 
books. 

Paola Harris is a Photojour-
nalist and Investigative Re-
porter in the field of ET related 
phenomena research. She is 
the co-author of the book ‘Trin-
ity the Best Kept Secret’ with 
Jacques Vallee. 

Caroline Cory is an award-
winning filmmaker and best-
selling  author. Her latest film 
‘A Tear in the Sky’ is an unprec-
edented scientific approach to 
the UFO phenomenon, due to 
be released in April 2022.

Sunday 11am - 11:45am

Sunday 10am - 10:45am

Join our experiential Panel as we 
discuss the ongoing consequence 
of having had a Near Death Expe-
rience. How did it change your life? 
What was the most significant ef-
fect of your NDE on your personal 
life? There will be an open mic for 
audience members to share their 
stories with our esteemed Panel. 
Hosted by Dannion Brinkley.

Near Death
Experiences

(Moderator) Dannion Brinkley 
is an international New York 
Times best selling author of The 
Secrets of the Light, Saved by 
the Light, and At Peace in the 
Light.

Sarah Breskman Cosme became 
a Master Hypnotist in 2009, after 
which she trained to be a certified 
Past Life Regressionist. Sarah uses 
a specialized method called Quan-
tum Healing Hypnosis Technique.

Kimberly Meredith survived two 
near-death experiences & was 
healed through the Holy Spirit. In 
her new book, ‘Awakening to the 
Fifth Dimension: Discovering The 
Soul’s Path To Healing,’ she shares 
how her unique gifts evolved.

Tracee Dunblazier GC-C, is a spir-
itual empath, shaman, and 20-time 
national award-winning author, and 
President of the Coalition of Vision-
ary Resources -trade organization 
for the Mind, Body, Spirit Industry.

Douglas Taylor is a multi-talented 
author, speaker, teacher, artist, & 
woodworker. He is a contactee who 
had a life changing encounter with 
advanced extra-terrestrials.



Jacques ValleE & Paola Harris
The Best Kept Secret

Sunday 12pm - 1:30pm
La Jolla

Paid Workshop
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susan shumsky
Outrageous Prosperity, 

Passion, & Purpose

In 1945, a UFO crashed in San Antonio, New Mexico. It was one month after 
the first atomic bomb test at TRINITY. Join Paola Harris and Jacques Vallee, 
as they reveal the earliest evidence of US Government’s UFO Recovery! Evi-

dence that has existed since 1945, two years before the well-known incident at Roswell in 1947. Over several site 
investigation surveys they reconstructed the historic observations by three witnesses, two of whom are still living, 
who described to them the circumstances of the crash and recovery of a nearly-intact flying vehicle and its extra-
terrestrial occupants by an Army detachment. Combining their long experience in field research around the world, 
Harris and Vallee have documented the step-by-step efforts by the military to remove the craft weighing several 
tons, from where it crash-landed during a storm. Be sure to attend this event and learn about Trinity: The Best Kept 
Secret! Jacques and Paola will be available to sign books after their presentation.

Paola Leopizzi Harris is an Investigative Reporter and widely published author. She holds a BA in English and 
French from Rhode Island College and a Bachelor of Science from the University of Colorado. Her Master’s Degree 
in Education is from Leslie College in Boston. She served as the Principal for The American Overseas School of 
Rome in 1994 -1995 and taught Ancient History, photo journalism and English there until returning to the United 
States in 2007 to pursue her interests in investigative reporting in the field of Unidentified Phenomena Research.  

Jacques F. Vallee studied at the Sorbonne and received an MS in astrophysics at Lille University. His early writings 
earned him the Jules Verne Prize for a science fiction novel in French. Coming to the University of Texas as an as-
tronomer, he co-developed the first computer-based map of Mars for NASA, then moved to Northwestern University 
where he earned a PhD in artificial intelligence (1968) and served as a close associate of Dr. J. Allen Hynek, the 
USAF scientific consultant on unidentified flying objects under Project BlueBook.

“Prosperity consciousness” is a subconscious belief that 
you are worthy to be wealthy, healthy, cared for, lav-
ishly supplied, and passionately happy. In this power-
ful, hands-on presentation, Dr. Susan Shumsky will help 
you to lead a life of true abundance. Discover how to 
define your divine plan and purpose, make a concrete 
plan with goals, use affirmations that increase self-worth 
and prosperity, as well as a powerful guided meditation. 

Dr. Susan Shumsky, best-selling, award-winning au-
thor of 20 books, foremost spirituality expert, pioneer in 
the consciousness field, and highly-acclaimed, greatly 
respected speaker, has taught spiritual disciplines for 
50 years. For two decades, her mentor was Maharishi 
Mahesh Yogi, guru of the Beatles. She served on Ma-
harishi’s personal staff for 6 years. She founded Divine 
Revelation®, a technology for contacting the divine 
presence, hearing and testing the inner voice, and re-
ceiving clear divine guidance. Her websites are www.
drsusan.org and divinetravels.com.

Sunday 12pm - 1:30pm
Marina

Paid Workshop

x
Cayelin Castell
Mercury’s Mystical Magic

sarah hudson
Manifesting in the Matrix

Healthy communication is one of our most important tools 
in co-creating the reality we want to enjoy. However, what 
we say can often be misunderstood by others, or their 
communication misunderstood by us. Our astrological 
chart provides important clues about our personal com-
munication and helps us recognize the styles of others 
that are different (not better or worse) than our own. This 
unique awareness has an ability to enhance all aspects 
of our relationships, as well as to more effectively co-cre-
ate a new way of being in the world.

Cayelin K Castell, co-founder of Venus Alchemy, My 
Star Alchemy and Shamanic Astrology Mystery School, 
has been writing Celestial Timings, her monthly newslet-
ter, for more than 25 years. She’s dedicated to changing 
lives and perspectives from a visionary understanding 
that we inform the mysteries as much as they inform us! 
She enjoys sharing the mysteries through personal read-
ings and teaching, both online and at in-person events.

In this workshop with Sarah Hudson you will be given 
spiritual tools to assist you in claiming your power in a 
system that wants you powerless. She will discuss the 
art of manifestation, how to raise your vibration,  how to 
handle energy vampires and how to thrive in, navigate 
and have the most abundant life within the constructs 
of the matrix we all live in. Through spiritual techniques, 
meditation and her personal story, she will enlighten you 
and show you that we are the most powerful beings on 
the planet!

Sarah Hudson is a lightworker, multi-platinum Grammy 
award winning songwriter. (Dua Lipa, Katy Perry, Justin 
Bieber and more) manifestress and muse. Sarah has 
gone from living in a one room recording studio filing for 
bankruptcy, to becoming an entrepreneur and million-
aire all by creating her own reality through manifesta-
tion, spiritually and magic. She wants to share her se-
crets with you.

Sunday 12pm - 1:30pm
Los Angeles A

Sunday 12pm - 1:30pm
Newport B

Free Workshop Free Workshop
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Sunday 2:30pm - 4:30pm
Plaza

Panel Discussion

You have a big promise in your 
palms and in your lineage - 
Consider Moses without the 
teachings of his childhood in 
Egypt; would he have been able 
to fulfill the prophecy?- Queen 
Ester had her integrity, love, 
and beauty - and her lineage…. 
Your genetics, your palms have 
the context of a vision, of prom-
ises for you in the near and dis-
tant future. Discover the big se-
crets in your palms and in your 
lineage Let your palm be your 
teacher.

Sarah Larsen M.D. Retreats 
and Ceremonies Worldwide.
Aluna Lua: Celestial Priestess, 
multidimensional artist, entheo-
genic guides & teacher!
Royal Taj: Multimedia Alche-
mist audio, video artist producer 
and raw vegan fusion chef.

A panel of health practitioners 
discussing how DNA testing and 
epigenetic protocols are mak-
ing important breakthroughs in 
identifying and resolving previ-
ously untreatable health condi-
tions and improving lives. Learn 
how to overcome your health 
challenges and achieve your 
highest self by integrating and 
enhancing the wisdom of the 
universe within you.

Sharyn Wynters, Naturopath, 
Author (“The Pure Cure”).
 
Vijaya Stern, Ayurvedic Natu-
ropath, CMT; Melissa Welles 
Murphy, CNHP, Traditional Na-
turopath.

Kelly Brown, CNHP, Natural 
Health/Cannabis Educator; 
moderated by Angelic Mystic 
Stephanie Lodge, The Hug An-
gel.

Ilene Cohn 
Reichman
Counteract

the 5G
Danger

Hurtaks & Alan Steinfeld
The Experience of Making

Contact

Jessica 
Brumley & 

Marianna Del 
La Rosa

Orgone Energy

Maureen
Allan

Channeling
with

Kuan Yin

Merit
Mayati

Clearing for 
Ascension

A. Benjamin 
Moore

The Power of 
Kangen

Dr. Sarah 
Larsen

In the Palm
of Your Hands

Trio of Experts
Transforming your DNA

We live in a remarkable time; 
hand-held computers, working 
remotely, communicating with 
family across the globe… but at 
what cost to our physical, men-
tal, and emotional health! This 
workshop will educate on how 
to raise your electrical voltage/
immunity though nutrition, tools 
and wearable art to keep you/
your family on the planet for the 
longest time in the best possible 
health!
 
Ilene Cohn Reichman is an 
attorney, nutritionist, certified 
coach, speaker and trainer, ad-
vanced clearing practitioner and 
author as well as a doctoral can-
didate in Natural Medicine. She 
is a founding rep for Magnetude 
Jewelry.

We are approaching the Nexus 
point where our global civiliza-
tion is perceiving new realities. 
This talk will integrate ideas of 
remote sensing and healing en-
ergies with the greater human 
mind in understanding intelli-
gent life throughout the cosmos. 
Specifically addressed will be 
levels of interaction with local & 
non-local Extraterrestrial, Extra-
celestial, Ultraterrestrial Intelli-
gences as we make contact with 
our Cosmic Family.
 
Drs. J. J. Hurtak, Desiree Hur-
tak and Alan Steinfeld are futur-
ists. Alan’s new book MAKING 
CONTACT contains the Hurtaks’ 
chapter on higher dimensional 
consciousness. Dr. J.J. Hurtak is 
known for his best-selling book, 
The Keys of Enoch® which ex-
plores our cosmic birthright.

Jessica Brumley and Marianna 
Del La Rosa will describe the 
benefits of Orgone energy, the 
myths and all the healing powers 
of Orgone. Orgone is a combina-
tion of crystal and metal in resin 
based on Wilhelm Reich’s scien-
tific research.
 
Crystal-metal-resin recipe with 
the combination of using sacred 
symbols copper coils and sacred 
geometry to amplify the healing 
frequencies. Orgone energy is 
similar to what the ancients have 
called prana, chi, or universal 
energy.
 
Visit Jessica Brumley and Mari-
anna Del La Rosa’s booth #845 
in the Pacific Ballroom.

Oracle Maureen will Channel the 
wisdom of her Guide, Ascended 
Master Kuan Yin, who will share 
Her guidance on the Universe 
and how you can evolve. They 
will conclude with a Guided Med-
itation to open up your psychic 
channels and help you connect 
with Divine, Source of Life.

Maureen Allan is a Master 
Channeler & Psychic Medium. 
She has attained being a Princi-
pal Oracle for Ascended Masters 
Kuan Yin & Jesus and a Primary 
Oracle for Mother Mary and 
Buddha. Her advanced level al-
lows her to receive and channel 
strong, clear messages helping 
you connect with Heaven.

Discover some of your blocks 
to ascension and where they 
come from. Experience break-
throughs as you become aware 
of patterns that have limited 
you. Find out about a way to 
permanently remove these 
blocks on your way of becom-
ing an enlightened master.
 
Rev. Dame Merit Mayati is 
Founder of The Bringers of the 
Dawn Clairvoyant Institute and 
master instructor of the world’s 
most powerful techniques for 
erasing old patterns. She is a 
full-time counselor who trans-
forms the lives of even the most 
hopeless.

My lecture will be about the 
healing and anti-aging proper-
ties of Kangen Water. Kangen 
Machines are a medical grade 
water ionizer that are produced 
and manufactured in Japan. The 
machines are used in all the ma-
jor hospitals in Japan and have 
helped in the healing of many 
people throughout the world.

A. Benjamin Moore is an en-
trepreneur, leader, community 
builder, athlete, and business-
man. He has a corporate back-
ground working in the sales ad-
ministration field and now works 
for himself in the health and 
wellness industry. He deeply ap-
preciates helping others achieve 
their goals through love, health, 
and wealth.

Sunday 1pm - 1:45pm

Sunday 12pm - 12:45pm

This will be a passionate panel of Sacred Plant Medicine experts, enthusiasts, activists, and 
integration coaches. Probing into the past, present, and future of plant medicine, these industry 
pundits openly discuss the progress with entheogens, ethical healing, maintaining sacred integ-
rity, and more on the advancement on merging indigenous practices in a Western World. 

Psychadelic Plant Medicine

(Moderator) Tina D is 
a community organizer 
advocating for plant 
medicine as a form of 
healing and light activa-
tion. With the intention 
of soul and psycho-
logical expansion, she 
creates spaces for per-
sonal & spiritual growth.

Destiny Rok & D’Rok 
are psychedelic advo-
cates raising aware-
ness of sacred earth 
medicine for black, in-
digenous, & people of 
color in low income ar-
eas with their non-profit 
“Black People Need 
Psychedelics.”

Tristan Esquivez is a 
life coach and integra-
tion specialist, podcast 
host, and creative direc-
tor. He is a Psychadelic 
advocate and educator.

Carlos Plazola, is Co-
founder & Chair of the 
Board of Decriminalize 
Nature. He lived with the 
Achuar of Ecuador to con-
nect with the sacred. He 
studied Environmental 
Science at Yale to under-
stand the human impact 
on Earth’s ecosystems.

Darren Le Baron is an edu-
cator, researcher and event 
organizer. He is known for 
spreading spores at numer-
ous psychedelic gatherings 
around the world sharing his 
extensive research on psy-
chedelics and how they can 
help support humanity in the 
here and now.
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whitley Strieber
The Motives, Aims &

Policies of Our Visitors

rick Levine
Consciousness Con Carne

Drawing on research from his upcoming book ‘Them,’ 
Whitley will present an analysis of the motives, aims and 
policies of our visitors. From various attempts at mass 
contact that have been misunderstood by our authori-
ties, his wealth of close encounter witness testimony 
and sighting reports, he will reveal, from the human 
perspective, what the purpose of our visitors may be in 
coming here, and what to expect in the future, should 
their presence become more widespread and open.

Whitley Strieber is the author of Communion and many 
other works on the close encounter and related phenom-
ena. His latest works are Afterlife Revolution, written 
with his wife Anne after she passed from this world, A 
New World, which discusses his own experiences since 
2015. and Jesus: A New Vision, which seeks to restore 
an understanding of the original teachings of Jesus.

Death and Birth. Disincarnation and Reincarnation.  Ac-
ceptance of the reincarnation cycle varies dependent 
upon culture, but there are deep and powerful truths 
to learn from what we already know… and that might 
not lead where we think. Join world-renowned astrolo-
ger Rick Levine to explore and link such diverse topics 
as: The role of Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto in 
the reincarnation cycle.  The Tibetan Book of the Dead,  
Psychedelic (Entheogenic) substances, and the plite of 
PhDs Tim Leary, Ram Dass, and Ralph Metzner.  The 
Bardos, Dr. Freud, Hypnosis and Past Life Regression.  
The search for Bridey Murphy.

Rick Levine is a founding member of the Kepler college 
Board of Trustees cofounder of StarIQ.com and co-au-
thor of eight additions of Barnes & Noble’s annual Your 
Astrology Guide. He is the subject of Sacred Mystery’s 
DVD, Quantum Astrology: Science, Spirit and Our Place 
in The Cycle of History.  Awarded “Astrologer of the Year” 
award in 2018 at the Krishnamurti Institute of Astrology’s 
28th International Astrology Conference in Kolkata India.

Sunday 2pm - 3:30pm
La Jolla

Sunday 2pm - 3:30pm
Marina

Paid Workshop Paid Workshop

laurie wheeler
Raise YOUR Frequency:

Move From 3D to 5th Dimension

Neil Gaur
Galactic Origins, 

Dimensions & Blackholes
Experience the InterDimensionals as they share their 
perspective of the ascension process and how it relates 
to our current time. We have been programmed not to 
be aware, but we hold intrinsic coding within our DNA 
that can override the mind control. This is activated 
through the 3rd eye, and it is needed to ascend into the 
5th dimension. We will open the doorway to the 5th Di-
mension through a guided meditation. Laurie will also 
channel from The Emissaries of Light, the Arcturians, 
or The Light Beings, who will share a Language of Light 
activation for clarity, harmony, and balance.

Laurie D. Wheeler, DiHom,CCH,DipGem,C.Ht,C.PLSR 
is a transformational holistic practitioner, channel, medi-
cal intuit, and author, with over 25 years of experience. 
Her work is drawn from personal and professional expe-
riences as a healer and Interplanetary Soul, which have 
opened her to other dimensions, unfolding the gateway 
to adventures beyond this realm.

What is the galactic story of humanity? As we tran-
scend the history of Earth and move out into the Uni-
verse, we ask how it was created and how life was 
seeded on this planet. Who are we and where did we 
come from? What are the Universal laws that govern 
all of creation and are their different principles within 
different forms of experience? In this revolutionary 
presentation, Neil Gaur will present over 2 decades of 
research and exploration in this celestial journey that 
resulted in humans existing on Earth. What is the su-
permassive black hole in the center of our galaxy? Do 
ancient scriptures speak about the structure of the cos-
mos and what can we learn from them. Some of these 
ancient concepts are now being confirmed by main-
stream science. Join us as we take a journey through 
the Universe and into the central black hole and ex-
plore how we may incarnate into this dimension and 
connect the dots to understand our cosmic ancestry. 
This visual journey will be consciousness expanding... 
bringing grounded facts into the realm of conscious-
ness so we can understand our reality right now!

Sunday 2pm - 3:30pm
Los Angeles A

Sunday 2pm - 3:30pm
Newport B

Free Workshop Paid Workshop

In this workshop, Tashia Staf-
ford will guide you step by step 
in creating a personal virtual 
vision board and then turning 
it into a wearable one that you 
can keep in front of you, day 
and night, to achieve faster 
manifestation. This will be a lot 
of fun!
 
Tashia Stafford has been mak-
ing vision boards and hosting 
vision board parties for the past 
13 years. Her passion for vision 
boards coupled with her frustra-
tion of the practicality of keep-
ing the vision in front of her all 
day, is what lead her to create 
Charmed Visions (wearable vi-
sion boards).

Visit Tashia in her Booth #451 in 
the International Ballroom.

Brian
Berman
5 Steps to

Inner Peace

Raven
Shamballa

Learn the
100 Chakra 

System

Scarlett
Tantrika

Occult Secrets 
of Tantra

Tashia
Stafford
Wearable 

Vision Board 
Workshop

Brian Berman will present a di-
rect and simple way to connect 
with the ever-present peace 
existing within you. Come and 
receive a direct experience of 
loving kindness, compassion, 
and peace. HOLOS Amulets re-
juvenate and enhance our love, 
peace, and compassionate ac-
tion. Each of you will receive a 
digital copy of my 5 Steps to In-
ner Peace guidebook.

Meditation teacher since 1970, 
“Peace is an inside job.” Brian 
Berman, facilitates Awakening 
Peace, Compassionate Listen-
ing, and Reconciliation programs 
with his wife Lisa. Brian is an 
award-winning Artist for Peace. 
www.HOLOSamulets.com www.
AwakeningPeace.org

Raven is the author of the book 
the 100 Chakra System. In this 
lecture she discusses the ad-
vanced style of energy healing 
and overviews the 100 Chakras. 
She give a free reading on one 
Soulful Age, and discusses the 
advanced Earth Angels that are 
incarnated at this time of transi-
tion.
 
Raven Shamballa is a Master 
Energy Healer, a spiritual coun-
selor and senior yoga teacher 
for over 25 years. She has a 
unique perspective on psycho-
logical disorders and believes 
that clearing the energy body of 
discordant energy can heal most 
psychological ailments.

I will be describing the hidden 
origins of Tantra and its powerful 
practices. I will explain the mys-
tical power of the kundalini en-
ergy and how many yogic paths 
as well as occult secret societies 
have been adopted from Tantra. 
I will clarify its connection to sa-
cred sexuality and the need for 
an already developing renais-
sance in healthy sexuality and 
intimacy. 

Scarlett Tantrika is a teacher 
and a practitioner of the Classi-
cal Tantra Yoga. She is passion-
ate about sharing the hidden 
and esoteric teachings of Tantra 
and its occult origins while also 
weaving it into modern context 
to promote a new vison of love, 
intimacy and sacred sexuality 

This lecture will focus on how 
healing frequencies found in the 
electromagnetic spectrum can 
bridge the gap between science 
and spirituality, and raise vibra-
tions to align with the higher self 
and the healing power of the uni-
verse.
 
I have spent nearly three de-
cades as a biologist, a scientist 
& writer for NASA, and an avid 
student of both the physical and 
energetic worlds, of which we 
are all part. Healing derives from 
a direct combination of Science 
and Spirituality.

Visit Samantha in her Booth 
#701 in the Pacific Ballroom.

Learn a powerful 5-minute tech-
nique that harnesses your ener-
gy field to open your heart, lower 
stress, boost confidence and 
intelligence by supporting the re-
ception & delivery of prana into 
the body through marma (energy 
points). This ancient ayurvedic 
technique was taught by Vaidya 
R K Mishra - ayurvedic healer, 
author, and herbal formulator.
 
Dr. Melina Takvorian-Mishra 
(PhD) Columbia University is a 
writer, speaker, & SV Ayurveda 
education expert. Together with 
Vaidya R K Mishra she estab-
lished the SVA training cours-
es and the Chandika Pranic 
Ayurvedic formulations company 
in Chatsworth, CA.

A MASTERMIND in iNNER-
STANDING THE QUANTUM 
YOU! We’ll be diving deep into 
various concepts around Multidi-
mensionality & coming together 
for a “Timeline Hopping Experi-
ment” Come curious as the soul 
scientist that you are! Healing 
is play, expect to expect mira-
cles. Get ready to reclaim your 
#SOULGOLD power, spiritual vi-
tality, and soul gifts. (( which only 
YOU can do))
 
Cher Jolyne is the founder of 
Daughters of RA, Shamanic Fit-
ness & GLOW UP!!! a Youth Pro-
gram. In her body of work, she 
summarizes herself as a “meta-
physical midwife” holding space 
for others to birth themselves 
into their highest timeline, con-
nected to their purpose & th riv-
ing in sharing their gifts.

Buddha left the Eightfold Noble 
Path as a guide for us to follow 
to help us learn detachment. My 
Dharma Wheel Guide is a fun 
and modern way to help bring 
out messages from ones soul 
in order to assist us in releas-
ing karma, embracing Dharma 
through ascension, towards en-
lightenment.
 
I have had a love for crystals for 
over 22 years. I’ve created jew-
elry with them for 16 years. Now 
that the Dharma Wheel has be-
come my companion, I hope to 
share it’s liberating effects.

Samantha 
Harvey

Energy Healing 
Through
Science

Melina 
Takvorian-

Mishra
Samadhi for 

Balance & Bliss

Cher Jolyne 
Lowery

Activating The 
Divine Genome

Kaleema
John

Spin The
Dharmachakra 

Wheel

Sunday 3pm - 3:45pm

Sunday 2pm - 2:45pm
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Panel DiscussionsFree Lectures

Sunday 5pm - 7pm
Plaza

Panel Discussion

Healing is a natural process of 
the body from simple bruises to 
complex psychological traumas. 
Even death itself is simply wak-
ing up from a dream as we tran-
scend into another dimension. 
Douglas will explain how awak-
ening into our Spiritual Body we 
can transcend into the higher di-
mensions of pure thought.
 
Douglas Taylor is a multi-tal-
ented author, speaker, teacher, 
artist, and woodworker. He is a 
contactee who had a life chang-
ing encounter with advanced ex-
tra-terrestrials. His presentations 
are entertaining, educational and 
spiritually empowering.

3,000 years ago, enlightened 
sages, through the help of Lord 
Shiva, gained the power of 
clairvoyance. These Maharishis 
used their divine powers to pre-
dict the lives of millions of peo-
ple. Their insights were put down 
on dried Palm Leaves. Your Leaf 
was written specifically for you 
and your life: Karma, Obstacles, 
Children, Destiny, Partnership, 
Career and Health.
 
Dr Q Moayad founded the In-
dian Palm Leaf Reading Institute 
to bring this powerful, ancient 
wisdom to the west. Dr Q has 
been a guide for over 25 years. 
His reading had a major transfor-
mational impact on his life where 
he was predicted that he will 
bring this to the west.

The Divine Feminine is the 
energy of love, compassion, 
beauty, flow, sensuality and de-
votion. An energy that has been 
repressed for centuries due to 
it’s ineffable, alluring & mystical 
nature naturally threatening pa-
triarchal order. This is an energy 
inherent within each and every 
one of us, it is not gender spe-
cific. As we awaken this energy 
within, so too, is it healing our 
planet and the entire collective. 
This awakening is the journey 
from head to heart. It is the full 
remembrance and reclamation 
of our divinity in human form, 
and it is the gateway to experi-
encing Heaven on Earth. 

Zoë Dane, Divine Feminine Em-
bodiment Guide, Public Speaker, 
Spiritual Mentor, Tantric Yogini & 
Sacred Sisterhood Curator. 

Feeling tired, drained, sluggish 
or even psychically attacked. 
Understand how to protect 
yourself from negative energy 
and remove other people’s en-
ergy from your aura. Disconnect 
from negative energies, both 
from people, ghosts and situ-
ations. Feel the areas of your 
body where the energy is low 
and understand how this affects 
your life. Receive quick and 
simple tips on how to enhance 
your energy in areas of love, 
success, finances and commu-
nication as well as specific heal-
ing to parts of your body. When 
your energy is aligned and your 
energy centers are powered up, 
you feel passionate, motivated, 
healthy and alive and you liter-
ally draw to you all your desires.

Douglas 
Taylor

Past Life 
Therapy

Dr Q Moayad
Ancient

Manuscript 
About You

Zoë Dane

Divine Feminine 
Awakening

Gail
Thackray

Simple Tools 
for Enhanced 

Energy

Your Akashic Record

C l a i r v o y a n t  M e t a p h y s i c a l  R e a d i n g s

discover & explore who you really are

V i s i t  L i s a  a t  B o o t h  # 8 4
www.yourakashicrecord.org

Sunday 4pm - 4:45pm

Is consciousness pervasive in the universe or is it limited to the brain func-
tion of evolved hominids. Philosophers and metaphysicians have been 

arguing back and forth, with the pendulum now moving away from BF Skin-
ners ‘brain function only’ to, what is called, “panpsychism”, the belief that 
consciousness pervades the universe. Some progressive thinkers have 

gone further and are postulating that only consciousness exists. What do 
you think?  Join our mind explorers for this lively interactive Panel.

New Theories of Consciousness

Adam Apollo is cofounder of 
UNIFY.org movement and Su-
perluminal Systems. He has 
been featured on GAIA TV, 
Coast to Coast AM, feature 
films and more.

Caroline Cory is an award-
winning filmmaker and best-
selling  author. Her latest film 
‘A Tear in the Sky’ is an unprec-
edented scientific approach to 
the UFO phenomenon, due to 
be released in April 2022.

(Moderator) Neil Gaur is the pro-
ducer of Portal to Ascension and a 
lifetime student of esoterica.

Paola Harris is a Photojour-
nalist and Investigative Re-
porter in the field of ET related 
phenomena research. She is 
the co-author of the book ‘Trin-
ity the Best Kept Secret’ with 
Jacques Vallee. 

Tom T Moore  is a telepath, and 
was voted “Best Self-Help Au-
thor” for his THE GENTLE WAY 
book series. His latest is THE 
GENTLE WAY WITH PETS: 
Angelic Help For Your Animal 
Companions. 

Dr. Susan Shumsky 
founded Divine Revela-
tion®, a technology for con-
tacting the divine presence, 
hearing and testing the in-
ner voice, and receiving 
clear divine guidance.

Maureen J. St. Germain is 
an International Ascension 
teacher. She was granted 
access to a dimension that 
has been closed to human-
ity for eons and is a direct 
channel to Source. 
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billy carson
Evidence of Past Ancient Civilizations In Our Solar System

dannion Brinkley
What Dying Teaches about Living

Billy Carson will showcase never before seen images of remnants of ancient Atlantean 
civilizations in our solar system. This architecture proves that the Atlanteans were an 
interplanetary civilization. 

 
Billy Carson is the founder of 4BiddenKnowledge Inc, and the Best-Selling Author of ‘The Compendium of 
The Emerald Tablets’ and ‘Woke Doesn’t Mean Broke’. He is also the founder and CEO of 4BiddenKnowl-
edge TV, a new conscious streaming TV network, the Co-Host of ‘Bio-Hack Your Best Life’, and is an expert 
host on Deep Space, a new original streaming series by Gaia. This series explores the Secret Space Pro-
gram, revealing extraordinary technologies and their potential origins. 

He also serves as an expert host on Gaia’s original series, Ancient Civilizations, in which a team of re-
nowned scholars deciphers the riddles of our origins and pieces together our forgotten history documented 
in monuments & texts around the world. Mr. Carson earned the Certificate of Science (with an emphasis 
on Neuroscience) at M.I.T. and has a certificate in Ancient Civilizations from Harvard University. Among his 
most notable achievements, Billy is the CEO of First Class Space Agency based in Fort Lauderdale, FL. 
Specifically, his space agency is involved in research and development of alternative propulsion systems 
and zero-point energy devices.

As you are planning this very important journey to the 
Expo in February 2022, don’t miss Dannion! On October 
14th, 2018 Dannion had his second open-heart surgery, 
his fourth near death experience and 2 clinical resuscita-
tions, and successfully outmaneuvered hell for the fourth 
time! Dannion will give you insights into the true meaning 
of life. How, what, and where.... He will teach you the 
power of forgiveness, one of the greatest tools given to 
us in free will. He will create an environment of loving 
laughter, so that you can possibly connect with those be-
ings who would seek to connect with you. If you could ask 
a question about before?, during?, and after the event we 
call ‘death’, then he’s your man. He may not know every-
thing, but he knows an awful lot about this. 

Dannion Brinkley is an international New York Times 
best selling author of The Secrets of the Light, Saved by 
the Light, and At Peace in the Light. He is loved and re-
spected worldwide for his inspirational lectures on Near-
Death Experiences.

Sunday 4pm - 5:30pm
La Jolla

Sunday 4pm - 5:30pm
Marina

Paid Workshop

Paid Workshop

JJ & Desiree hurtak & Alan Steinfeld
Making Contact with the Greater Intelligence

Explore the possibility of experiencing an intelligent ex-
change with greater civilizations and our Cosmic Family. 
As we move beyond our physical senses, the experience 
of Making Contact comes with The Keys of Enoch® to 
bring forth a communication of the non-local mind. In 
working with the consciousness field, we gain knowl-
edge of a universe teaming with life, and realize that the 
non-local mind is a calling card to connect with Extrater-
restrial, ExtraCelestial and UltraTerrestrial Intelligences. 
The closing meditation will help activate our innate con-
nection to the grand intelligence at the center of creation.

Drs. JJ & Desiree Hurtak, and Alan Steinfeld are futur-
ists. Alan’s new book MAKING CONTACT contains the 
Hurtaks’ chapter on higher dimensional consciousness. 
Dr. J.J. Hurtak is author of ‘The Keys of Enoch®’ 

Sunday 4pm - 5:30pm
Los Angeles A

Free Workshop

Hanna Lena
christensen

Get initiated into Moon Magick
Get initiated into Moon Magick - a unique approach to 
live with less stress and more flow, utilizing cosmic forc-
es. Life is simpler than we make it out to be. The cycles 
of the cosmos, especially the cosmic dance between 
the Moon, Sun and Earth, have influenced humanity 
since the beginning of time. Living in tune with the Moon 
+ Cosmos allows you to increase your intuition and your 
unique connection to Source. After this workshop you 
will leave with powerful tools for deeper meaning and 
easier manifestation in your everyday life - as well as 
courage and enthusiasm to play your personal Game of 
Life! If available, bring your natal chart!

Hanna Lena Christensen is an Astrologer, Rebirth 
Coach and Sourceress, guiding souls to channel from 
Source, astral travel and birth their dreams into reality 
with less stress and more flow. She is the author of the 
Moon Magick Manifestation Planner, the Moon Magick 
Integration Journal as well as the soon to be published 
Astral Travel Logbook.

Sunday 4pm - 5:30pm
Newport B

Free Workshop
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Ocean Sky
Love connection

sound bath
Activation
With Ana Netanel 

karina velasco
The Future of Sex

bashar
Channeled by Darryl Anka

Happiness is our choice. To attract love, you need to 
be love! In this workshop, I will invite you to connect 
with your Heart Chakra and align with your true being. I 
will share with you 8 secrets of successful relationships 
and compatibility based on numerology. Through heart 
chakra healing meditation, we will connect with your 
higher-self and embrace the Goddess/God within you.  
Overcome past relationship traumas and heal with the 
keys of the self-love and breakup clearing techniques. 
Awaken your inner love and balance to become a brand 
new you!

Ocean Sky has over 15 years experience as a Trans-
formational Life Coach, Numerologist, Mystic, Vedic 
Astrologist, Healer, Intuitive, with a Master’s Degree 
in Psychology. She speaks and holds workshops all 
over the world, inspiring thousands of people.She’s 
learned from Ascended Masters to share the Energy of 
Love&Light. Her primary goal is to guide you to find your 
true happiness within

Join Us for a Surround Sound Multiple Healer Love Acti-
vation Sound Bath and Raise your Vibration. Love is the 
highest frequency you can vibrate in and the highest state 
of consciousness. A Sound Bath is an acoustic sound 
healing journey that relaxes the body, clears the subcon-
scious, calms the mind, and activates your body’s natural 
healing systems. Let the cosmic healing vibrations wash 
away stress+ fatigue. We use a wide variety of ancient 
sound healing instruments to create a sound healing ex-
perience that will vibrate and activate every cell in your 
body, leaving you feeling refreshed and rejuvenated. Ana 
and her Sound Healing team create a chamber of healing 
vibrations that leaves you feeling amazing. 

Ana Netanel is a wellness practitioner and instructor, 
specializing in the restorative and healing power of 
sound frequency and vibration. With over 20 years of 
experience studying, guiding and teaching Sound Heal-
ing, Sound Baths , Kundalini Yoga & Meditation, her ap-
proach is personal, empowering and uplifting.

In today’s world, there is a lack of conversation about 
sex and the dynamics in relationships, sex is not seen 
from a holistic point of view.

In this conference, we will travel in time to understand 
human sexuality, we will see the myths that have evolved 
around sex and we will immerse ourselves in the power 
of sexual energies. You will discover the power to learn 
to harness and move sexual energy intentionally, you 
can improve all aspects of your being and all areas of 
your life. We will teach you how sexual energies can 
support your creative expression not only at work, but 
in your day to day. Sexual power belongs to you as a 
divine gift. Learn to explore it, enjoy it and embrace all 
the benefits of this powerful energy.

Karina Velasco is a self help author and healthy life-
style advocate who wrote the best selling books The Art 
of Healthy Living, The Colors of Love, and From Point 
A to Point G. She has garnered over 1M followers in 
social media.

For over 35 years, Darryl Anka has channeled the re-
markable multi-dimensional being known as Bashar. 
Bashar describes himself as an extra-terrestrial being 
from the future; a “contact specialist” who is specifically 
involved in preparing Earth for Extra-terrestrial Contact. 

He explores a wide range of subjects from a unique per-
spective of knowledge, with great insight, humor and a 
profound understanding of how we each manifest our 
experience!

Sunday 6pm - 7:30pm
Los Angeles A

Sunday 6pm - 7:30pm
Marina

Sunday 6pm - 7:30pm
Newport B

Sunday 6pm - 7:30pm
La Jolla

Free Workshop

Special Event

Free Workshop

Paid Workshop

The Coalition of Visionary Re-
sources is the trade organization 
for the Mind, Body, Spirit Industry 
and will show you how to begin, 
sustain, and succeed with your 
MBS-conscious business. Learn 
how network and give support to 
other industry leaders.
 
Tracee Dunblazier, L.A.-based 
spiritual empath, shaman, and 
20-time international award-
winning author. As President of 
the Coalition of Visionary Re-
sources, the trade organization 
for the Mind, Body, Spirit Indus-
try—Tracee manages the COVR 
Visionary Awards program, 
educational opportunities, and 
networking for Mind-Body-Spirit 
businesses.

Five thousand years ago, the 
ancient Egyptians used a form of 
astrology that has largely been 
forgotten today. Only by strip-
ping away the Greek and Per-
sian influences can we examine 
the true origins of astrology and 
uncover how humanity first inter-
acted with the stars above.
 
Travis McHenry is one of the 
foremost occultists of the mod-
ern era. He is the author of the 
Occult Tarot, the Angel Tarot, 
and the Vlad Dracula Tarot.

A conversation that dives into 
how to support the decoloniza-
tion of sacred plant medicines.

Destiny Rok & D’Rok are 
psychedelic advocates rais-
ing awareness of sacred earth 
medicine for black, indigenous, 
& people of color in low income 
areas with their non-profit “Black 
People Need Psychedelics.”

You have learned techniques of 
energy alignment, now relax and 
experience this for yourself. You 
do not need to attend the previ-
ous lecture, but it will enhance 
your understanding and enable 
you to receive this on a higher 
level. In this session, you will 
receive an energy alignment. 
Relax and enjoy a crystal sound 
healing bath from Kyla Harris as 
Gail Thackray will work on you, 
both as a group and individually. 
This session combines sound 
healing frequencies to heal and 
align your energies, and hands 
on healing. Gail will work on 
you, removing energy blocks 
that she sees using hands on 
magnetic healing, reiki and oth-
er spiritual healing techniques. 
Come, relax, receive, power up 
and get re-energized!

Tracee
Dunblazier

Starting A
Conscious
Business

Travis 
McHenry

Ancient
Egyptian
Astrology

Destiny Rok 
& D’Rok

Sacred Earth 
Medicine

Gail
Thackray

Receive
Enhanced Energy 

Alignment

Sunday 5pm - 5:45pm
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Monday Post ConferenceMonday Post Conference

William
Henry

THE FUTURE LIGHT 
SELF: BECOMING 

MORE THAN HUMAN 
TO HEAL OUR WORLD

Adam
Apollo

Galactic Council: 
An Intelligent Synergy

of Species

Sonya
Sophia 

Processing Is Power

Tom T. 
Moore

ATLANTIS & LEMURIA 
REVEALED

Jacqueliiine
BROOKE
Transforming

Mediiumship into art

Gail
Thackray

Evolving Healing – 
Master Healer Course

Isabella & 
Tuesday 
Phillips

Discover the Magic
inside of YOU!

Rick
Levine

WTF? A Cosmic Update 
for Residents of Planet 
Earth We can’t know 

where we are going until 
we know where we are 

We are living in a new spiri-
tual era based on contact 
with higher beings and 
lighter worlds, but also di-
rect challenges from dark 
entities, predatory Big Tech 
and soul-less tyrannical 
governments who seek 
to control your body, mind 
and soul. The only way 
through what is to come is 
to ‘glow our soul’ and con-
nect with our superhuman 
Future Light Self. Join Evo-
lutionary Leader, William 
Henry, for this empowering 
workshop that will help you 
become more than human 
and help heal our world.

William Henry is a light 
body and ascension schol-
ar. His work is featured on 
Gaia. He believes “activat-
ing our Angelic Ascension 
Intelligence is the antidote 
to Artificial Intelligence”. His 
goal is to help you ignite 
the power of your angelic, 
future self to become more 
whole, holy and complete 
soul.  His website is wil-
liamhenry.net. Watch him 
on History’s ‘Ancient Aliens’ 
and ‘Ascension Keepers’ 
on Gaia. 

In this workshop, Adam 
Apollo will exclusively 
cover the planetary bio-
spheres, biology, and cul-
ture of a series of extrater-
restrial species. This is not 
your average “channeled” 
lecture on the nature of 
ephemeral beings; this 
workshop explores species 
with the scientific ground-
ing of their physical quali-
ties which are conditioned 
by stellar and planetary 
structures, biological and 
cultural evolution over time, 
data from relationships and 
contact points with Earth, 
and countless transperson-
al transmissions from hun-
dreds of sources who have 
made direct contact with 
these species. In addition, 
Adam Apollo will provide 
his own lens of understand-
ing these species from his 
personal experiences.

Adam Apollo has been 
a featured speaker at the 
White House, in summits 
at the United Nations, 
and at conferences glob-
ally. Cofounder of UNIFY.
org movement (over 100M 
people), and Superluminal 
Systems. Faculty and Chief 
Architect of the Resonance 
Academy, and the Guard-
ian Alliance. Featured on 
GAIA TV, Coast to Coast 
AM, feature films and more.

From ferocious fears to 
feelings of any kind 2.5 hrs 
of EFT with Sonya Sophia 
will bring you deep relief 
and lasting peace. Come 
dive deep in the area of 
your choice and learn how 
to use Tapping to bring 
love, life-force and libera-
tion to what ever is happen-
ing. An excellent choice for 
fast-trackers, parents, and 
people who are committed 
to staying stable and able. 
EFT is a life saving tool for 
the times! 
 
Sonya Sophia, a revolu-
tionary leader in the field 
of Emotional Freedom 
Techniques, has helped 
thousands of cultural cre-
atives at festivals like Burn-
ing Man and streamed the 
world’s largest ongoing 
Tapping livestream ‘The 
World Tapping Circle’ since 
2014.  Teaching online and 
in person Sonya Sophia 
helps humanity heal from 
the inside out. Sonya So-
phia has been featured in 
2 films; “Femme - Women 
Healing the World” and 
“The Goddess Project”. 

We will explore the two 
lost continents, and cover 
the Earth Experiment, ET 
involvement, why the Ne-
anderthals and Cro-Ma-
gnons disappeared, and 
how Homo sapiens ap-
peared 60,000 years ago.  
You’ll be introduced to the 
Atlanteans, their free en-
ergy crystals, and how they 
conquered the Mediterra-
nean.  You’ll learn why the 
Atlantean Continent broke 
apart, leaving only islands, 
and their final horrific war.  
Lemuria was idyllic before 
their destruction in a war.  
Finally, you’ll be put into a 
light altered state to see if 
you had lives on Atlantis or 
Lemuria.  

Tom T. Moore is an award-
winning author, speaker, 
international film distribu-
tor, and Sedona Journal of 
Emergence columnist.  He 
is a telepath, and was voted 
“Best Self-Help Author” for 
three years in a row by the 
readers of a health maga-
zine for his THE GENTLE 
WAY series of three books.  
His latest is THE GENTLE 
WAY WITH PETS: Angelic 
Help for Your Animal Com-
panions. He’s also the au-
thor of ATLANTIS & LEM-
URIA: The Lost Continents 
Revealed! 

I have transformed the 
world of Mediumship 
through my humorous no 
bullshit approach & chan-
neled artwork. My career 
began with just jaw drop-
ping validations from de-
parted loved ones, but 
somehow I always felt like 
people needed more. 

Over the years my gifts 
expanded to all levels of 
spiritual communication - 
including evidential medi-
umship, medical intuition, 
trauma insight, algorithmic 
connections, hearing peo-
ple’s prayers, channeling 
ancient wisdom & tantra 
work. 

I have developed my very 
own unique style of captur-
ing this Life Changing Ex-
perience beyond my own 
words. As I work, I am able 
to channel all of the energy 
from spirit and bring it to life 
through my into a beauti-
fully articulated paintings. 
Leaving behind a memo-
rable piece for all to look at. 

Plus I will be bringing my 
decks of cards I have col-
lected over the years & al-
lowing a few to be passed 
around the room for an op-
portunity to practice with 
your very own intuition. 

Do you feel like the heal-
ing tools you are using are 
no longer effective or not 
strong enough? Become an 
intuitive healer, feeling and 
adapting to the situation 
and being guided by spirit. 
There are no prior require-
ments, beginners and Reiki 
Masters are welcome, as 
spirit will work with you at 
your level. Receive an in-
dividual attunement from 
Gail. This individual at-
tunement may include the 
energies of Usui Reiki, Ti-
betan Reiki, Bali healing, 
Magnetic Healing, Psychic 
Surgery and other spiritual 
healing. 

Attendees receive a Master 
Healer Certificate. 

Gail Thackray is a six gen-
eration Reiki Master and 
has travelled extensively 
working with spiritual heal-
ers around the world. Gail 
is an exceptional medium 
with tremendous con-
nection to spirit. At Gail’s 
demonstrations people 
report they were cured of 
illnesses and had imme-
diate positive changes in 
their relationships. Author 
of Usui & Tibetan Reiki 
Manuals and several other 
books on spiritual healing. 
GailThackray.com

Join us to discover the 
Magic that has been living 
inside of you. Isabella Phil-
lips alongside her mother, 
Tuesday Phillips will give 
you all the tools you need 
to tap into your own inner 
witch! (Or warlock!) Dis-
cussing all things White 
Magic & Witchcraft. Discov-
er whether or not you come 
from a blood line of witches 
and how to connect with 
your spirit guides to help 
you fall in love with who 
you truly are! Witchcraft is 
why we are here, Witch-
craft is the root to all things 
supernatural. Isabella and 
Tuesday will teach you the 
correct way to tap into this 
magical gift and show you 
how to harness your own 
inner Witch!

Isabella & Tuesday Phil-
lips are the co-owners 
of Californiawitches.com 
helping people create and 
design their ideal lives 
with their hybrid of both 
Spiritual Wellness & White 
Magic Witchcraft. This al-
lows them to create change 
in a person’s emotional, 
psychological and spiritual 
well-being with witchcraft. 
Isabella and Tuesday will 
teach you how to Fall in 
Love with Self-Love!

Whether you are a devoted 
follower of the stars or just 
a cosmic cowboy/cowgirl, 
Rick Levine will expand 
your consciousness as he 
leads us on a roller coaster 
ride for the mind. Together, 
we will look at the historical 
trajectory of major events 
of our times. Using easy-
to-understand astrological 
techniques, Rick will ex-
plain where we are on the 
current evolutionary time-
line and what we can ex-
pect in the months and the 
years ahead. 

We will explore the as-
trological significance of 
the 1960s, their impact on 
2012-2015, and their influ-
ence on current events. We 
will learn about the relation-
ship between 9/11/2001 
and the life-changing year 
of 2020. 

World-renowned astrolo-
ger, scholar, and author. 
Rick Levine is a widely re-
spected voice in the astrol-
ogy community.   Rick has 
authored Tarot.com’s daily 
horoscopes for nearly 17 
years.  

Monday 11am - 1:30pm Monday 2pm - 4:30pm
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Monday Post ConferenceMonday Post Conference

Linda 
Moulton 

Howe
2022 Update:  

UFO Hall of Mirrors with
a Quicksand Floor

Dr. Sarah
 Larsen

Can Your Hand, Plant 
Medicine Ritual & 

Ceremony connect you to 
what you yearn for?

Susan 
Slaughter

A Seance with Susan Slaughter

Susan
Shumsky

How India
Influenced the Beatles

From bloodless, trackless 
animal mutilations to the 
abduction of human be-
ings around the world, the 
world public is never told 
the truth about the Big Se-
cret that since World War II 
extraterrestrials inhabit and 
harvest Earth. For more 
than four decades, Linda 
has been researching what 
she calls “the 8-layer chess 
game where you can’t tell 
the players without technol-
ogy.” Now with an increas-
ing number of military and 
science sources, Linda has 
NEW details to share from 
behind the mirrors and 
quicksand. 

Linda Moulton Howe is 
an Emmy Award-winning 
TV Producer, Author and 
Earthfiles.com News and 
YouTube Channel Report-
er. She is Reporter and 
Editor of the award-winning 
Science, Environment and 
Real X-Files news web-
site Earthfiles.com. Linda’s 
weekly YouTube Channel 
broadcast has 200,000 
subscribers. Linda is also 
a contributing reporter for 
‘Ancient Aliens’ on The His-
tory Channel. 

You do not have to live 
without love, compassion, 
and what you spiritually 
value! You can correct your 
state of imbalance, trauma 
induced, severe or genera-
tional with a look into the 
palms of your hands!  This 
talk is like no other!  This is 
an immersive experience 
with plant essences de-
signed to help you.

Oral and written tribal cul-
tures, spiritual records of 
every language have native 
plants woven into the fabric 
of their recorded lives.

The vision - Our hands to-
gether - our hands open 
- our hands initiating the 
sequence within us.  That 
all the suffering, all the per-
secution, mass destruction 
-people - all will be under-
stood!

Join us for an afternoon of 
learning that everything we 
need to heal is in the palm 
of our hands.

Join me for an interactive evening of 
communication with Spirit.  I will begin 
by cleansing the space with a sound 

bath and a brief lecture on Victorian era spiritualism and 
the term “Seance’. I will conduct multiple experiments us-
ing pendulums, spirit boards, and the spirit box.   Come 
prepared with questions for those who have passed on.  
All audience members will get to participate in at least 
one experiment. I will end the evening with another sound 
bath to cleanse the space and all who participated.   This 
event is not to be missed! Because of the nature of this 
Workshop, participation is limited to 15 people.  Please 
secure your spot now. 

Susan Slaughter is a paranormal investigator whose 
investigative works can be seen on series like Syfy’s 
Ghost Hunters International, The Dark Zone TV, and 
Travel Channel’s Paranormal Caught on Camera. In her 
16 years of investigating supernatural phenomena world 
wide in over 30 countries.

The spiritual journey of the 
Beatles is the story of an 
entire generation of vision-
aries who transformed the 
world. A new generation 
wants to relive the magic 
of the flower-power era 
and its four superstars. In 
this eye-opening post-con-
ference, Susan Shumsky 
draws back the curtain on 
the Beatles’ experiments 
with psychedelics, medita-
tion, chanting, and Indian 
music. We discover who 
invented “raga rock”, the 
real identity of rare Indian 
instruments and musicians 
on their tracks, which Bea-
tle was the best meditator 
(not George), and why the 
Beatles left India in a huff.

Susan Shumsky, D.D. has 
authored 20 books, won 
42 book awards, and done 
1,300 media appearances. 
She is the author of Maha-
rishi & Me: Seeking Enlight-
enment with the Beatles’ 
Guru, and The Inner Light: 
How India Influenced the 
Beatles.

 

 

 

Rick Levine
The Future of Astrology:

Unwrapping the Mystery of Time

Rick
Levine

THE PLANETS IN YOUR 
POCKET

Astrology has been called the “Sci-
ence of Time,” but what is time? How 
does each planet open a window into 
a different aspect of time? How do the 

cycles of the planets warp our perspective of time and 
manifest events that are resonant with their archetypal 
symbolism? What is the relationship between time and 
space? What about higher dimensions? UAPs? Crop 
Circles?  What existing technological breakthroughs will 
change the basic practice and consumption of astrology? 
What new tools will astrologers have in their cosmic tool-
boxes in the not-too-distant future? And what impact will 
astrology have on the hard sciences of physics and biol-
ogy as it becomes re-integrated with academic studies? 
All this... and more.

World-renowned astrologer, scholar, and author, Rick 
Levine is a widely respected voice in the global astrolo-
gy community. Rick authored Tarot.com’s authentic daily 
horoscopes for nearly 17 years. 

A Practical Astrology Tool & 
Secret Weapon Personaliz-
ing the Planets to Positively 
Impact Your Daily Life.

Ascension is only one-half 
the astrology story. We all 
want to be more cosmic by 
extending our conscious-
ness into the heavens. In 
this experiential smorgas-
bord we’ll explore practices 
of conjuring planetary en-
ergy when we need it. All 
the planets are always in 
our pockets, waiting for us 
to reach in and pull out a lit-
tle (or a lot) of the Sun, the 
Moon, or whatever planet 
we need in the moment. 
With a little practice, we can 
learn how to call forth the 
right planet at the right time 
to help us through tricky 
situations. The astrological 
planets are like imaginary 
superheroes who are ready 
to jump into real situations 
on our behalf. It might seem 
like magic, but the planets 
in our pocket become pow-
erful secret weapons once 
we take the time to learn 
their secrets.

World-renowned astrolo-
ger, scholar, and author. 
Rick Levine is a widely re-
spected voice in the astrol-
ogy community.   

Monday 5pm - 7:30pm Monday 8pm - 10:30pm
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Day Passes Presale Gate

Friday General Admission
General Admission for Friday, February 4th 25 35

Saturday General Admission
General Admission for Saturday, February 5th 35 45

Sunday General Admission
General Admission for Sunday, February 6th 30 40

Silver Pass  
3-Day General Admission 70 80

Combination Passes Presale Gate

Friday All Access
General Admission plus all 

Paid Workshops, Panels, and Special Events
145 165

Saturday All Access
General Admission plus all 

Paid Workshops, Panels, and Special Events
185 205

Sunday All Access
General Admission plus all 

Paid Workshops, Panels, and Special Events
165 185

Platinum All-Access Pass
General Admission for all 3 days, plus all 

Paid Workshops, Panels, and Special Events
475 525

HOTEL ROOMS ONLY:
CALL the HILTON DIRECTLY AT 1-800-HILTONS

 (1 800 445 8667) AND USE CODE ‘TCLE’ FOR EXPO RATE

Standard Event Pricing Presale Gate

Paid Workshop Ticket 45 55

Panel Discussion Ticket 10 15

Post Conference Ticket 75 90

Special Event Tickets Presale Gate

George Noory Forum 30 35

Speaker Reception 25 35

Expo’s Got Talent 10 15

Hispanic Program / Expo Vida Consciente Presale Gate

Day Pass with Carmel 45 55

3 Day Weekend Pass with Carmel 115 135

Get Away Packages Presale Gate

Diamond Get Away for 1
Platinum Pass + 2 Hotel Room Nights (inc. tax) 475 N/A

Diamond Get Away for 2
2 Platinum Passes + 2 Hotel Room Nights (inc. tax) 950 N/A

Bring a Friend Get Away
2 Silver Passes + 2 Hotel Room Nights (inc. tax) 435 N/A

The Day Pass allows admission to the FREE Workshops, 
FREE Lectures, and the FREE Exhibit Areas.

Additional tickets are required for Paid Workshops, Panels, & 
Special Events.

Tickets

 SOUND HEALING 432 Hz

•  “Every track radiates healing energy.”  
 — NewLife magazine
• A 40 year retrospective from         
 ‘the Maestro of Sound Healing’
• Tuned to 432 Hz for optimal  
 healing resonance

GIFTS of the ANGELS 
CRYSTAL BOWL  

HEALING 2.0

ENTRAIN YOUR BRAIN  
TUNE YOUR CHAKRAS 

BALANCE YOUR BIOFIELD

with the with the HHEALINGEALING  MMUSICUSIC of of

STEVEN HALPERN  

CD’s, MP3’s from Amazon, StevenHalpernMusic.com and streaming everywhere
Exclusive concert footage, podcasts and more:  YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

CD’s, MP3’s from Amazon, StevenHalpernMusic.com and streaming everywhere
Exclusive concert footage, podcasts and more:  YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

CDs, MP3s from Amazon, StevenHalpernMusic.com and streaming everywhere
Exclusive concert footage, podcasts and more:  YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

 CHAKRA SUITE (47th Anniversary)

•  Balances the 7 chakras with  
 with 7 musical keynote frequencies.
• The original #1 bestseller
• Over 800,000 sold worldwide!
• Often imitated, never equaled!

 Pioneering Sound Healer 
Founding Father of New Age music

“Steven’s music has uplifted a generation of seekers.
 He has created a soundtrack for our evolutionary journey.”
 — Marianne Williamson, Bestselling author, “A Politics of Love”
        

 

DEEP ALPHA

OCEAN of BLISS DEEP THETA

• 2012 GRAMMY® nominee
• 60 weeks on 

Top Ten New Age Chart
• Brainwave entrainment 

music for Relaxation,  
Healing and Meditation 
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